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MISSOURI 
INER 
A publicalion of Ihe sluJenls of Ihe Uniyersily of Missouri-Rolla 
December 4, 1996.' 
Keith Missey 
Staff Writer 
Mary S. Gillespie spoke to a large 
evel')::. two years. You also can never 
have more -than five members of one 
political party on the Board." 
The Board of Curators ' main job is 
managing the four universities in the 
Missouri System: University of Mis-
souri-Rolla, University of Missouri-
audience on November 19 when she Columbia, University of Missouri-St. 
was the special guest at the ASUM ' Louis, and University of Missouri-
dinner held in the University Center- Kansas City. 
East. 
No less than 75 students, faculty, 
and staff showed up to eat a dinner of 
turkey, stuffing, mashed .potatoes, and 
green beans and to get a chance to 
listen to University of Missouri System 
Board of Curators member Gillespie. 
Governor Mel Carnahan appointed 
Gillespie to the Board in 1993. She 
currently chairs the Board's Finance 
Committee and is a member of the 
Physical Facilities Committee and the 
University Hospital and Health Sci-
ences Committee. 
Gillespie mainly focused on the 
Board of Curators in her speech. She 
explained, "Curators are appointed by 
the governor. There are nine positions 
in Missouri, one for every Congres-
sional di~trict. Their terms are stag-
gered so that three Curators come up 
Gillespie gave the audience an im-
pression of what a daunting task that 
could be. "There are 54,000 students, 
20,000 staff and faculty, and over 
400,000 alumni in the system. Our 
campuses cover 19,000 acres. Wehave 
an operat;.ng budget of$ I .5 billion, and 
endowments given to the schools are 
around $400 million. We also get 50-
53% of all of the education budget from 
the state. That's the kind of figures the 
board works with. If we were a public 
held company, the University of Mis-
souri System would be the 165th larg-
est in the country." 
The Board is currently searching 
for a new turatorpresident and a chan-
cellor for the Columbia campus. They 
also recently set their priorities and 
see Gillespie, page 14 
Volume 86, Number 13 Twenty pages 
Boyd NIesen 
Mary Gillespie, a Curatorforthe UnlversHy of Missouri System spoke recently at a dinner 
sponsored by the Associated Students of the University of MissourI. 
Madrigal dinners offer food and fun 
Kim Gerke 
Staff Writer 
Go back in time to when Elizabeth 
I still ruled England. Enjoy a meal then 
sit back and watch as her majesty's 
subjects entertain with fencing, jug-
gling, and song. Does this seem un-
real? Not at all if you plan to attend the 
23rd Annual Madrigal Dinners. 
The Madrigal Dinners, an annual 
reenactm~nt of an Elizabethan Christ-
mas feast, are to be presented from 
Thursday, December 12, throug~ Sat-
urday, December 14, by UMR's music 
department. This year's dinners will 
follow the theme "The Cryes of lon-
don" and will feature the UMR 
COllegium Musicum 's "Madrigal 
Singers". The Madrigal Singers per-
form madrigals, catches, and other 
pieces that are inspired by the cries of 
the town cryer and the street vendors of 
the Elizabethan and Jacobean periods. 
The dinners will be held in Centen-
nial Hall, Unive~sity Center-East. 
Each dinner has ·a reception at 6 p.m. 
which is followed by'ameal and perfor-
mance at 6:30 p.m. 
During the reception, soloists and 
Private Musick Consort, from 
Collegium Musicum, will perform 
"Cryes" for voice and viols in Univer-
sity Center-East's Miner Lounge. 
During the dinner, entertainment 
will include the Madrigal Singers and 
instrumental selections by the three 
consorts of COllegiums Musicum's 
"King 's Musick"- "Private Musick" 
on viols, "Court Minstrels" on record-
ers, and "Waytes" on shawm and 
sackbuts. In addition, there will be 
performances by jugglers frOI)1 the 
UMR Juggling Club and a fencing duo 
from the UMR Fencing Club. Other 
See Dinners, page 14 
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Renovations to UCE discussed at op.en forum 
Keith Missey 
Staff Writer 
included a fast-food res tt,urant, more 
office space for organizations\ a better 
game room or better use of the space, 
and a 
perm a-
n e ·o t 
Student Council held an Open Fo- table in 
rum November 19 to discuss possible 




s tu de n t 
o r ga n i -
zations. 
be quiet or be equipped with TV s and 
radios, a bowling alley, and a ba~ement 
or new third floor. 
The forum was designed to let stu-
dents express their ideas about the' 
renovation to the architect, Dickenson-
Hussman. The architects mainly an-
swered questions the students had on 
the renovations. Board of Curator 
member Mary Gillespie also was in 
attendance and gave her input. 
O ther 
ideas in-
vol v ed 
rn a j 0 r 
r e no va -





in g the 
two wings 
of the 







bra n d Many ideas were brought up by the 
students as to what to do to the Univer-
sity Center. Some of the ideas re-
quested better use of the space. These 
,Josh Grove aUhe open forum 
tion such as a 24-hour study area which 
might include a computer lab and/or 
AEC, student lounges that could either 
Professor emeritus recognized 
Ellen Huggett 
Staff Writer 
Dr. Bernard Sarchet, a UMR 
professor emeritus of engineering 
management, is to be listed in the 
next edition of Marquis ' "Who's 
Who' in America." Sarchet's inclu-
sion in the 1997 publication will be 
in recognition of his accomplish-
ments in leade~ship, higher educa-
tion, and industry. 
, Originally a chemical engi-
neer, Dr. Sarchet is a member of 
Dr. Sarchet became a member 
of the UMR faculty in 1967 as the 
professor and founding chair of our 
engineering management depart-
ment. 
From 1971 to 1973, Sarchet .. 
lead a team of UMR faculty mem-
bers in the development of an engi-
neering school in South Vietnam. 
During his tenure as chair of 
the . engineering management de-
partment, more than 1,700 UMR 
students achieved bachelor's and 
master's degrees in his depart-
ment. He has also directed a 
master's degree program for stu-
dents in Saudi Arabia. 
the American Institute of Chemical Also a founding member and 
Engineers, the American Chemical first national president of the 
Society, the International Associa- American Society for Engineering 
tion of Housing Science, and the Management, an award was estab-
American Society for Engineering lished in his name in 1992 to show 
Education. recognition of Sarchet's contribu-
He holds a bachelor of science tions to the society. 
degree from Ohio State University, Sarchet has many other honors 
and master of science degree from 
the University of Delaware both of 
which are in chemical engineering. 
including, an Alumni Merit Award 
see Sarchet, page 14 
new center. Another suggestion was to 
see UCE, page 14 
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Responding to Reader Input 
Jitn etfitl?rid by J'eatures 'Lfitor JlImy Jo/US . 
As an editor of this newspaper. I find it very importa~t to pay close attention to the views and 
responses of our readers. particularly those views and responses to the work of the writers in my 
department, 
I very much enjoy reading and receiving' feedback of all forms; it helps me to get a better idea 
of what myself and my writers should be doing to better serve the rea~rship, In this light, even 
negative response become a pOsitive, However. this can be taken to extremes, 
Responses which offer q>rrections. suggestions or different points of view serve mainly as 
constructive criticism to the staff !IIld as a different twist on matters to the readers. 
Responses which resort to name-calling. labeling and personal attacks and threats serve 
mainly as defense-triggers for the staff and as nothing beyond momentary entertainment to the 
readers. 
'This latter sort of response turns a potentially cOnstructive suggestion into a hurtful blow and 
can often create a much larger situation than it was originally adchessing. 
It would be ideal. really. if all suggestions came in good form. Short of this. it would be great 
still if we could always receive criticism. regardless of content and form. in a positive light and 
. look past the. specific details and attacks. But, we are indeed human and prone to take attacks 
personally. accustomed to not looking past the initial blow to the ego. 
'This seriously diminishes the impact of a reader response and comes close to cancelling out 
any suggestions that otherwise might be made in the letter. 
Granted, it is not my place to dictate the manner in which readers respond to the paper; 
however. these ideas seemed a pertinent, possibly helpful subject for.our regular readers •. as we 
wish to continue receiving feedback which we can use to gauge our I."0gress and better serve our 
readers. 
t .. . , ... C; 
Missouri Miner Page 3 
Letter to the Editor 
Reader doesn't want his MTV 
Dear Editor. 
This is a friendly little note in response to the "Creative Mooching" article in the November 20 
Miner. To summarize Ms. Garrison's article. it invites all of out friendly fellow students to load up 
their amps and guitars and tool on down to Anutt to pick and grin. If you were one of the individuals 
that took this invitation to heart, pay close attention to what I am about to say. Forget about it In case 
our journalist didn't notice. the D&D Little Branson music hal.! there is a small. quaint, down home. 
feel good. hum and strum. kick your shoes off. clap and s~g little get together that does not need every 
college kid with a Peavey to come down and let off a few cute licks. . 
. I am a UMR student and live on my farm near Anutt. We like it down here. away from the Rolla 
atmosphere. This area is quiet and subdued. Bonnie is right, Anuttis very small. For excitement, most 
of the folks sit around and watch the cars rust, but they seem adequately amused nonetheless. Every 
Saturday night, Don Hood and his son Robin. yes. Robin Hood, open up the metal shed behind the 
tire store and Dent countains gather happily for some old time country music. gospel or whatever they 
feel like. D&D is about the local culture. Anutt is doing just fine without the importation of the 
musical tastes and styles of the UMR student body. no disrespect intended. So please understand 
when I ask that there be no AnuttaPalooz!'. 
If you are truly wanting to join in on the experience. come on down. See what the hall is all about. 
This is not the alternative scene. just some old farmers with a banjo. guitar and fiddle. Bring your 
manners. a cold six-pack of Sun Drop •. a buck for the collection jar and a smile. Only bring your 
manners. a cold six.pack of Sun Drop. a buck for the collection jar and a smile. Get it? 
Dan Bruno 
""··':':':k>"r.-.,"0'~~!.'· 
If you don't stop someone from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes. 





Wednesday and Thursday 
4tb ana 5tb of December 
CeTlten.n.ia.1 Ha.ll 
1 1 :30Al\Il to S:SOPl\II 
I i ill!: It} 1 t: I]: i j • ~ j i ill!: It} 1 t] il ,,' , t] it II: 1:1 
12th & PINE 364-3311 
RIGHT NEXT TO CAMPUS 
~~tIJ ~ j,' ~~~ ~~ ANNIVERSARY PARTY " 
BIGGEST GROTTO EVENT OF 
THE YEAR! 
DON'T MISS IT!!! 
DEC. 6 9:00 P.M. 
8PECXALP~ 
THE MINERS FAVORITE HANGOUT 
WE EXCLUSIVELY CATER TO UMR 
ENJOY OUR LARGE SELECTION GAMES & MUSIC 
WEDNESDAY NIGHT PARTY AT THE GROTTO 
DON'T MISS IT! ! 
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r-~E~a-rn~M~O~N~E~Y~a-n-d~F=R=E=E~T=R~IP~S~!!----~ ,r_-_------------------------------------------------------~ 
INDIVIDUALS and GROUPS wanted to 
promote SPRING BREAK!! 
Call INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS at 
1-800-327-6013 or http://www.icpt.com 
Need A Job Next Semester?!? 
The Missouri Miner is looking for advertising 
representatives. 
It's EASY, it's FUN, and you get PAID for it!!! 
Just come to any Miner meeting held every Thursday 
afternoon at 4:30 P.M. in the'< Miner office in 
Norwood Hall, or call 
341-4325 to get more information. 
Student Unton Board Presents 
SUB Free Movies 
The Basketbal.1 Diaries 7 & 9p 
All movies shown in ME 104 




Largest Ubrary of Information in U.S. 
19,278 TOPICS· ALl SUBJECTS 
Order Catalog Today with Visa I MC or COO 
800·351·0222 
Or. rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance 
11322 Idaho Ave .. #2O&RR. Los Angeles. CA 90025 
Our local ownership helps us to 
without all the faults. 
-mPheIPS • • County Bank 
BIh & Pine· RoI~ 
S. Jellersoo· 51. James 
364·5202 
Phelps Counly B:lIlk c:m scn'c ),ou 
better because the ball is always in 
our court. As an employee·owned 
bank, we can make decisions 
Quickly and effectively-we aren't 
tied down to lots of policies from 
. "headquarters-. When you have 
a'Queslion and want to talk to the 
owner, anyone of our employee-
owners ca." help. We're ready to 
serve you. 
LOCAL OWNERSHIP LOCAL OWNERSHIP lOCAL OWNERSHIP lOCAL OWNERSHIP LOCAL OWNERSHIP LOCAL OWNERSHIP lOCAL OWNERSHIP Lo 
UMR BOOKSTORE 
BIG BUCKS FOR BOOKS 
Need to Earn 
Extra Money? 
• Rexible work schedule 
• No car or computer needed 
• Complete 1-800 training 
and support 
• Earn while you learn 
• Weekly checks 
We're looking for self-
motivated individuals who 
are teachable and willing to 
work. Must be 18 and have 
telephone. Cal l our toll-free 
number for a brief phone in-
terview with one of our ca-
reer consultants . 
1-800-678-5522 
ext. 51074 
WE PAY TOP DOLLAR FOR YOUR BOOKS! 
TO GET BEST PRICES FOR YOUR BOOKS: 
T.J. SQUTH LOUNGE 
DECEMBER 17 & 18 -- 9:00 AM TO 4:00 PM 
UMR BOOKSTORE 
r DECEMBER 02 --- 23 -- 8:00 AM TO 5:00 PM 
THE TOP TWO ORGANIZATIONS THAT SELL THE MOS 
BOOKS WILL WIN CASH! 
WE BUY MORE USED BOOKS, SO WE CAN 
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Wily WE'RE A NATioN of IdioTs ••• 
FROG EXTiNCTioN A'Nd TACO ORiGiNS 
Scott Mitchell 
Columnist 
I am not a mind reader, nor a car-
penter; however, I am a male. A collec-
tion of an X and a Y chromosome. 
Sadly, there are too many people like 
me here (in the respect that there aren't 
very many carpenters). 
Furthermore, 
the~e are far too many 
men as compared to . 
women. Where did 
they all go? Texas? 
Interestingly enough, 
my aunt used to 'live 
in Texas. Then she 
moved. 
I could sit here all day and harp 
about how few females there were'here, 
but I'd o~ly be rehashing old news and 
stating the obvious. I'd rather tum the 
focus of this article to ~omething more 
, destruction of our little green friends. 
Do you know what fewer frogs mean? 
Less frog legs. 
People say, "Frog legs taste like 
chicken," but have you ever thought 
Ihat maybe .chicken tastes like frog 
legs? Of course, if this fact were known, 
the processed poultry industry would 
be devastated, but then perhaps the 
merciless extinction ofthese tasty frogs 
could be stopped. Ribbit. 
Frogs aren't the only animals which 
face extinction, 
though, but they 
are the only spe-
cies I really care 
about enough to 
spend any time 
talking about. 
I would talk 
about the dwin-
dling numbers of the white rhinos, but 
that would contradict the thesis of this 
article and plunge the reader into con-
fusion and disarray. So, to stick to the 
topic, I will turn my focus of attention 
urgent, something more pressing: frogs. . to tacos. 
Did you know that each day a dif- First off, for anyone who hasn't had 
ferent species of frogs becomes ex- a real taco, I strongly suggest eating 
tinct? I didn't either, but don't worry, one. (And Marriott's tacos are not real 
I am as alarmed as the next guy. tacos- they are a cornucopia of horse 
Industrialization, deforestation, and 
the greenhouse effect have allied to the see Nation, page 15 
THe MI7V£R MUSIC R£VI£lAI ====~~ 
Jimbob 
Music Reviewer 
Howdy Peoples! The final stretch 
has finally arrived and time to put in 
endless hours of makeup work, study-
ing for tests and preparing for Cram 
10 I. I for one have had an interesting 
semester so far and hope to continue on 
with more reviews and that oh so popu-
lar concert listing. 
Speaking of Concert listings, you 
will notice that there isn't squat com-
ing up. Unfortunately, when I made 
mis list, there wasn't much to put up, so 
hopefully the last issue will include a 
larger list for those that tend to go home 
. either to Sl Louis or Springfield for · 
break and check out a few. 
Moving on with things, there have 
been rumors going about the Open 
Hand with some irreconcilable differ-
ences about silly things and tarnishing 
their rep. I wanted to let people know 
that whatever you heard, guod or bad 
shouldn't keep ya from going there. 
~-
The owners have tried to bring a lot 
of bands in mainly because this town 
lacks a place that ~an bring them in on 
a consistent basis. I hope for those that 
like going out and seeing live perfor-
mances as well as checking out a dif-
ferent environment would seriously 
check out the Open Hand. 
I don't want people to think I am 
advertising for these guys, but I have 
been to quite a few of the "College 
J us! Say Noel 
Geffen Records 
Performance: 7 
Sound Quality: 8 
Well, it getting to be that time of 
the year again, and one can expect the 
usual release 'of Christmas music, in- ' 
eluding this CD. But with bands like 
Beck, XTC, the Roots and Elastica this 
Bars" here and out of them all honestly is not your father's Christmas music. 
Open Hand has been the best so.far, . Seven of the 12 tracks were written 
One last thing, I am sure that many · and/or recorded especially for this re-
people have read the reviews and the lease. Some of these include Beck's 
conflicting arguments about Freakers "Little Drum Machine Boy," Wild 
Ball. I wanted to leI people know that Colonials' "Christmas is Quiet" and 
things have been settled and hope that • "Christmastime" by Aimee Mann and 
no hard feelings will linger. Michael Penn. The rest of the tracks 
Keep reading and enjoy the re- are either covers or were previously 
views... unreleased in the U.S. 
The album gets off to an interest-
ing start with Beck and his drum 
machine making a nuisance ofthem-
selves. The following songs by Sonic 
Youth, the Posies and Remy Zero 
among others were a disappointment 
because they all seemed to be written 
and performed hastily. 
ThankfullY, the great tracks from 
Wild Colonials and XTC found on 
the later part of the CD redeemed the 
poor fust half showing. Also on the 
release is a song from the musical 
cast of the movie "Toys," and Ted 
Hawkins covering Amazing Grace. 
lust Say Noel offers a variety of 
modern Christmas music and the good 
tracks far outweigh the bad ones. So 
if you are looking for a present or just 
some new holiday tunes you might 






Sound Quality: 6 
Jason 
S. 
The self-titled album by Kula 
Shaker has reintroduced that alterna-
tive sound from the lands beyond the 
US. The album incorporates a large 
variety of rhythms and melodic vocals 
similar to that of the Pet Shop Boys. It 
took me a while, but I finally tuned out 
that impression and listened to the 
music itself. 
Once the drawn out melodies had 
ended, an appreciation of the music 
itself co'!id almost be ·sensed. This 
album consists of weB written songs 
with two native tongue songs called 
"Govinda" and an already played hit 
on MTV, "Tattva." I couldn't trans-
late what they meant ,but just from 
listening, they appeared to be love 
songs. But don't quote me on that. 
see Music, page 15 
Page 6 Missouri Miner 
A Closer Look: Or. Timothy Ra.ndolph 
• Melanie Kostedt 
~ Starr Writer 
Washington high school, while his sis-
ter, a former schoo"iteacher, works in 
grappical design. 
Dr. Randolph received his under-
graduate degree in mathematics from 
the University of Puget Sound in 
Tacoma, Washington. He went on to 
obtain his masters degree, also in math-
unlver<IIV of Or-
both obtained degrees in mathematics 
and began their teaching careers at the 
University of Missouri-Rolla. 
Sarah decided to further her educa-
tion by studying biostatistics and later 
obtained an excellent position at the 
Fred Hutchinson Research Center in 
Seanle, Washington. 
Math is easy! Okay, maybe it 's not 
easy, but according to Dr. Timothy 
Randolph, a here 
at UMR, it's really 
not as hard as it 
looks. It is a chal-
lenge for math teach-
ers to convince stu-
dents that they can 
both learn and fully 
understand those 
mathematical theo-
ries·that seem so in-
timidating. 
:------~_i 
by nearly 2000 
Dr. Randolph 
has taken up that 
challenge and, in my 
opinion, been suc-
cessful. Such con-
cepts as null space 
and eigenvalues, Dr. Timothy Randolph 
th at initially ap -
peared overw\lelming in linear alge-
bra, seemed almost simple after Dr. 
Randolph translated the complicated 
mathematical definitions into ordinary, 
understandable English. 
Dr. Randolph, growing up with his 
brother and sister in the beautiful state 
of Washington, enjoyed water skiing, 
snow skiing and basketball. His brother 
no~ teaches· biology and physics at a 
egan, where he focused primarily on 
operator theory and the Banach algebra 
theory. 
Dr. Randolph taught for a year at 
the University of the Pacific in Califor-
nia before returning to the University 
of Oregon to obtain his Ph.D. in math-
ematics. 
While in g raduate school, Dr. 
Randolph met his wife, Sarah. They 
ends during each 
month as well as 




like most people 
who achieve a doc-
toral degree in 
mathematics, ob -
tained a job in the 
academic world and 
entered into teach-
ing"bydefault." He 
wouldn't trade his 
job for anything. 
Working with students and helping 
them grasp powerful mathematical 
ideas is rewarding for him. Here at 
UMR, Dr. Randolph has taught calcu-
lus, linear algebra, advanced linear 
algebra and functional analysis . 
Last summer, he taught differential 
. equations at the University of Wash-
see Randolph, page 15 
To eliminate horrid discrimination 
based upon birthdays, I have taken it 
upon mysel f to provide an astrology 
based on your perception. Follow 
. Roy-the stars, if you will-and think 
of your future and his and in this con-
text will you see the light... . 
Rolla's cool. There are girls and 
guys here. Cool. Cows with milk are 
cool. Just don' t moooove in on my 
girlfriend, says Roy. Ha ha ha. We 
laugh. Then we cry, for we have not the 
gifts of Roy. 
Unti l our eyes do open, yes, and 
open to the wOllders that cease only to 
begin again. We see it all . Th~n Roy 
burps and passes out Roy is drunk. 
We are not. 
Now our quest has begun for the 
scissor-the lost single element of the 
instrument The Man has labeled "scis-
sors"-an individual, a single mind 
with independent thought. But where 
is this entity? No where! ! It has been 
scrubbed from {he face of the earth, 
much as we scrub the earth from the 
these detergent companies? They are 
comprised of a group, not individuals! 
The individuals out there must not 
allow the large conglomerates. of mind-
less groups to weed them out. For then 
from the world will be lost the very 
ingenuity and individualism that sparks 
the essence of our human spirit. So we 
call, after the Roy that spurs us on, 
individuals of the world, UNITE! 
We must all unite and lead to the 
downfall of the collective minds who 
disallow free speech. And of course, 
once we unite, no one will be allowed 
to say bad things about us, for we are 
face of Roy as he lays therestarnmering the Irlle individuals upon whom the 
in the mud. future of the world relies!!!!!! 
We listen. He stammers. And we And Roy, to whom unto this was 
listen. "There 's dirt in my nose." He ,::aid, slept. We slept. We sleep until 
speaks. We now know what is to be the day we again arise.. . We walk 
known apout the dir~ for it is , as we all 
know (after all, Roy said we nose) the 
substance by which detergent compa-
nies stay in business. And who are 
through Ule streets-me the turbaned 
one, Dale the far seer, Molly the one 
with the dIrty socks, and Roy. To lead? 
That is not his purpose. To motivate? 
Wednesday, December 4, 1996 
Tuesday December 3: 
'. 
Heroes of the Heart 
The Cable Guy 
The Crow: City of Angels 
The Flower of My Secret 
The Frighleners 
Even less so. Roy is here to get his face 
out of the dirt and into his life. Molly 
coughs, for don't we all . • 
The road is windy, due to ineffi-
cient civil engineering types who do 
not understand stuff the way Dale does, 
for he says "Damn, I can ' t see that far." 
Now this is probably because he has a 
beer can taped over his eyes, but don't 
we all? Well, no we don'~ but that 's 
another story. 
For Molly is the one among us who 
is not an individual, for she does the 
dirty wash with her detergen~ and thus 
sponsors tJie whole. Molly speaks, she 
says, in the voice that only she can 
possess, "We need more rakes an<;l 
hoes!" To lead a charge on Jesse hall? 
Probably not. Why then, so that the 
jails and brothels can be full again? 
Possibly. 
Who knows, but then we all know, 
for knowing is what we do not know 
when what we know is not known to 
those we don't know know us. Roy 
trips and falls and we unite, the indi-
viduals unite. 
We post a sign, and the sign says 
"STOP propagandist crap! STOP The 
Man and The System from taking over 
our minds and making us conform. WE 
must join together in one single group 
and post our ideas in order to make this 
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A b_rief look back to high sch901 years 
John Johnson 
Columnist 
I often wish that my high scheol 
existence was more like an 80's movie. 
You know, high school as it was in 
Ferris B ueller's Day Off, Some Kind of 
Wonderful and The Breakfast Club. 
It would have been 
greatto havemy only worry 
be trying to impress Molly' . 
Ringwald and avoid ' get-
ting beaten up by the 
"Jocks." My only classes 
would have been taught by 
future sit-com stars and I 
could get away with skip-
ping entire days of schooL 
My principai would have 
been my worst enemy and 
detention would be a life 
changing cross-cui tural ex-
perience. Ahh, the 80's 
were great! 
But, unfortunately, my high school 
years were very different from this. I 
never went to school with Emilio 
Estevez, and I had annoying things like 
classes. And unlike Emilio, who ever 
had time to try and win girls over? 
Winning a girl over in my high school 
life was more or less not doing anything 
stupid around her in the 30 seconds that 
I saw her in a day. 
Me: "Uhhh .. . hi Julie. That's a nice, 
uhhh, band-aid there." 
Julie: "I'm not Julie." 
Me: "Ern .. .! meant--" 
Girl that is not lulie: "Sorry, gotta 
go." 
So there just wasn't time to "charm" 
a girl with witty remarks like in the 
movies. In fac~ I don't know that I ever 
made a witty remark in all of my high 
school c~eer. I just mainly mumbled 
everything that I wanted to say but was 
afraid to, things like the following. 
Me: (mumbling ' inaudibly) ' ''You 
are the most beautiful girl I have ever 
seen." 
Girl: "What? I'm in trouble for 
free? What does that mean? What did 
yOU--<lOpS, better run!" 
Another difference is the dances. 
In real high-school life, dances weren't 
"fun" or "things to be remembered." In 
the movies, they are often a central 
theme and a place for witty remarks to 
be made. Or at least a good fight where 
Kevin Bacon gets his face all red. 
At r.1y dances, .there were security 
guards 'and music so loud that even if I 
tried to make a witty remark, no one . 
could hear it. Also, no one necessarily 
"danced." Well, except for the black 
people. So, the whole dance consisted 
of the black guys dancing and everyone 
Keep in mind that I was one of. the 
people gathered around in awe. You 
see, while I look black, I have a unique 
syndrome called, "I have a white par-
ent." With this syndrome, the mixed 
child (me) looks black, but with none 
of the benefits. You see, I couldn't 
dance, sing, rap or play basketball very 
welL Well, that's not entirely accurate. 
I actually couldn't dance at alL 
This only complicated the high 
school dance experience 
for me. I usually spent 
most of the dance in 
somewh~re between pa-
ralysis and trembling like 
a leaf. It was usually so 
bad that I couldn't even 
walk for fear of everyone 
looking at me or tryin'g to 
gather around me in awe. 
"Hey, look, there's a 
black guy. Let's gather 
around him." 
"Wait, is he danc-
ing?" 
"It looks like it. He's doing that new 
shaking uncontrollably dance. It's all 
the rage! " 
So there I would be, trembling from 
fear and embarrassment with a group 
of people trying to imitate me. It was a 
very rough time of'life. AliI have to say 
is thank goodness for slow dancing! 
You see, for a guy who can't dance, 
slow dancing is a great deal . All you 
have to do is put your arms around a girl 
and move in slow circles. And if you're 
lucky, you may even get to toueh her 
butt. This is a double bonus for ayoung 
adolescent guy! But I'm past that now 
because I'm older and more mature 
Missouri Miner 
Clueless wraps up fest 
~ Film Festival 
, Source 
The UMR Film Fest concludes for 
the semester Tuesday, Deceinber 10, 
with a showing of Clueless at 7 p.m. in 
Castleman Hall. 
Loosely based on Jane Austen's 
Emma, Clueless is the story of a wealthy 
Beverly Hills teenager's need to man: 
age everyone's life around her. Em-
powered with the belief that only she 
knows what's stylishly appropriate, she 
seis about to do personal, fashion and 
romantic make-<lvers for her high school 
classmates and even her teachers. 
Her choices, while well meant, set 
off numerous misunderstandings, along 
with some unexpecte<! comic and emo-
tional complications. 
Clueless was directed by Amy 
Heckerling and stars Alicia Silverstone 
and Stacey Dash . 
. Cost is $3 for adults, free for UMR 
students with valid ID. 
SUBCONSCIOUS 
~ Tom Mee SUB Source 
The Student Union Board is pre-
senting the group Nouveauz on Thurs- ' 
day, November ~ at7 p.m. in the Miner 
Rec Building. 
Nouveaux is a Christian rock band 
originally from Michigan and now hail-
ing from Nashville. They werefounded 
as Ihe musical cornerstone of a drug 
education program in the Michigan 
public schools called "Break Out." 
The band performed at schools 
across the state and, numerous churches 
in the Midwest before moving to Nash-
ville. Lending help to Christian out-
reach and mission programs is still 
close to their hearts, only now its out-
reach has grown more globaL A night 
of meaningful music for all is in slore, 
so come and enjoy another free concert. 
The Miner Rec building is located at 
. the comer of Bishop and Tenth Streets 
across the street from the Multi-Pur-
pose Building. 
The movie for the weekend of the 
sixth is Basketball Diaries. The movie 
is a coming of age film dealing with a 
group of high school boys that are 
heavily involved with drugs and con-
stantly in trouble with the law. The 
movie will be shown at 7 p.m. and 9 
p.m. in ME-l04. The movies are free 
to students with their UMR student ID. 
Stu5ient Union Board is looking for 
you! So if you are interested in helping 
to decide what comedians, movies, 
concerts , etc. come to UMR, visit the 
SUB office at2l8 UC-West and fill out 
an application, or you can attend a 
committee meeting with Variety (Co · 
medians) December 4 at 9 p.m. in Ihe 
SUB office or Concerts almost every 
Tuesday at 9 p.m. in the SUB office. 
PageS Missouri Miner 
of everyday products are 
being made from the paper. 
plastic. metal and glass that 
you've been recycling. 
But to keep recycling 
working to help protect the 
environment. you need to 
buy those products. 
BUY RECYCLED,. 
AND SAVE: --: ii 
So look for products made • !II 
from recycled materials: and ! 
I 
buy them. It would mean the ! 
world .to all of us. I 
~; 
For a free brochure. write !II Iii I Buy Recycled. Environmental 
Defense fund. 257 Park Aye. 
Souih. New York. NY 10010. 
or call1-BOO-CALL-EDF. 
--







DON'T MISS . OUT 
PATTY'S IS' NOW 
OFFERING 
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lady-Miners ' to open MIAA 
~ Nathan Erdman 
, Sports Editor 
The University of Missouri-
Rolla Women's Basketba-II . Team 
will open their Mid America Inter-
collegiate Association season 
against the Pittsburg State Gorillas 
tonight in Pittsburg, Ks. Both -ihe 
Gorillas and Lady Miners are de-
fending MlAA co-champs. The Lady 
Miners are ranked 23rd in the na-
tion. 
Lady Miner head coach Linda 
Roberts believes the Pittsburg State 
game will be a challenge for the 
Lady Miners. "We'll need to play 
better defense. We'll need to sell-
out on defense, play aggressive and 
really play hard. At guard t1iey have 
J enni Miller, a tremendous three 
point shooter," said. "We'll need to 
play tremendous post defense," Rob-
erts added. Roberts also points io 
home court advantage for the Goril-
las as a factor in the game. "They 
have a tradition on their home floor, 
they'll be psyched to play at home. 
We hope to keep our cool. If we can' 
stay close, our confidence will rise. 
We want to get off to a good start, 
we ' re playing at one of the toughest 
places to play in the MlAA," Rob-
erts said. 
The Lady Miners (3-1) are 
. coming off a pair of wins from the 
Howard Johnsonl Lady Miner 
Classic over the weekend. UMR 
beat the University of Southern 
lllinois-Edwardsville 70-62 on 
Sunday and Texas Woman's Uni-
versity 96-86 
in oyertime 
break with 10 'points in the first 
Iralf. 
on Saturday. 
Lady Miner Match up 
Boyd Niesen 
by Hartman capped a 10-4 run giv-
ing t.he Lady Miners 56-43 lead. 
The Cougars cut the deficit to 
eight with 
around 





jumped out to . 
a 14-6 lead 
with 12:09 
I'eft in the 
first half with 
an 8-0 run af-
ter trading 
baskets with 
Women's Basketball could not capitalize 
on oppor-
tunities to 










UMR at Pittsburg State University 
Date: Dec. 4, 1996 
Time: 5:45 p.m. CST 
S I U Site; Pittsburg, Ks. 
Edwardsville 
~arly. But the 
Cougars 
stormed back 
with a 9-0 
run of their 
own keyed by 
Beth Brown. 
Players to watch: UMR: Emily Mills G, Jamie Martens G. PSU: 
Jenni Miller FIG, Jessica Abele C. 
Outlook: The Lady Miners open their MlAA season against the 
Gorillas tonight. The Lady Miners will have to successfully contain 




the y , d 
need to get strong post play. . • 
a n c e 
again the Lady Miners were able 
to pull away. The Lady Miners 
outscored the Cougars 15-9 during 
the last five minutes of the half to 
take a 38-26 lead to .the locker 
room. Heather Hartman led the 
Lady Miners in scoring at the 
In the second half the Cougars 
continued to try and chip away at 
the Lady Miner lead, closing the 
gap to 45-39 with 15 :03 to play. 
But once again the Lady Miners 
extended their lead. A free throw 
take a shot that was a pretty good 
shot, they only wound up getting 
one shot, they only had six offen-
sive rebounds in the game," Rob-
erts said. The Lady Miners held 
on to claim a 70-62 victory. 
Missouri Miner Page 9 
• n Pittsb.urg 
Boyd Ni8Sen 
Left: Heather Hartman looks for an open player during the 
Howard Johsonl Lady Miner Classic. Hartman was voted 
tournament MVP. Above: Amber Fischer fights past two SIU· 
Edwardsville defenders. The Lady Miners won both of thel!' 
tournament games to run their record to 3·1. They will open 
conference play tonight In Pittsburg . 
Emily Mills led the Lady 
Miners in scoring with 19. Other 
Lady Miners scoring in double fig-
ures included Hartman with 13 
and Jamie Martens with 16. 
Hartman also le4 the Lady' Min-
ers in blocks with three and re-
bounds with seven. Hartman was 
selected as .the tournamerit MVP. 
"I think she's pretty dominant on 
the offensive end. She's such a 
force on the inside. She draws a 
lot of attention from the defense 
and that opens up Emily on the 
wing and Jamie on the wing," 
Roberts said. . 
The Lady Miners b~at Texas 
Woman's University 96-86 on Sat-
urday in overtime. The Lady Min-
ers held a 71-55 lead with 6: 19 left 
in game. Ho';'ever, with the help 
of three-pointers from Alisha 
McCrum, Angi Traplena and 
Rhonda Wilson, the Pioneers tied 
the game with just 48 seconds left 
at 79-79. After Doren Johnson hit 
two crucial free throws , the Pio-
neers took the ball down court and 
tied the game on a desperation 
jumper by Leslee Zachry at the 
buzzer. "We played in a zone de-
fense for a little while, they made 
a couple adjusments and hit a 
couple threes. That didn't hurt us 
too badly. But then we went to a 
man-to-man and they hit couple 
more threes," Roberts said. "We 
got passive they hit some threes, 
that was kind of my fault, because 
I trying to get them to run the 
clock a little bit. I. think we did 
that a little early,;' Roberts added. 
The Lady Miner rolled in the 
overtime period, scoring the first 
eleven points in the period . 
Harman, Mills, Amber Fischer, 
and LeAnn Farmer all scored dur-
ing the run . Martens and Mills 
added four free throws to give the 
Lady Miners a 96-86 overtime vic-
tory. Wilson and Zachry were the 
only Pioneers to score in overtime. 
"We showed a lot of poise after 
that shot at the buzzer. A lot of 
times ,momentum can shift, I think 
we showed a lot of poise and kept 
our cool," Roberts said. 
Mills led the Lady Miners in 
scoring with 22 points and had a 
hot hand from three point range, 
shooting 60 percent from behind 
the arc. Hartman scored 21, while 
shooting eight for 12 as well as 
collectin.g II rebounds. Amber 
Fischer led the team in rebounds 
with 15. 
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Swimmers win in St. Louis 
Joseph Mclain 
Starr Writer 
This Friday and Saturday, Dec. 
6 and 7 the UMR Miner Swim Team 
will travel to the 
Arkansas\ Little 
Rock Invitational 
with a time of 52.94 seonds. In third 
was freshman Steve Caruso in 53.83 
seconds. Coming in at eighth for the 
Miners was J. Rueschhoff in 55.43 
seconds. 
The meh '92s 100 yard breast 
stroke also saw a miner finish in the 
top spot. Bruno Amizic tied for first 
with a time of 1:01.73. He was the 
for their second 
consecutive invita-
ti9nal. Then they 
will have a break 
Miner Match up 
Swimming 
was Chris Harp at 2:08.06.The Min-
ers showed dominance in the 100 yard 
freestyle with four miners in the top 
eight. David Nurre came in second 
for UMR with a time of 48.72 sec-
onds. K. Leftwich clocked in at 49.53 
good enough for fourth. Then Randy 
Jones and E. Aspinwall tied for sev-
enth at 50.46 seconds. 
Unzicker 
took first for 
UMR in the 
400 yard open 
1M at 4:15.70 
more than ten 
seconds ahead 
of the second over the holidays 
until Jan. 4. UMR at Arkansas-Little Rock Invitational place swim-
mer. To cap off 
the first ses-
sion the miners 
captured first 
in the 400 yard 
medley at 
3:38.29. 
On Nov. 22 
and 23 the UMR 
Miner Swim Team 




had good success. 
In the men 's 500 
yard freestyle three Miners finished 
in the top eight. They were David 
Nurre in second with a time of 
4:54.93, T. Lundberg in third in 
4:59.37, and B. Cunningham in sev-
enth in 5:01.51. 
In the men's 100 yard butterfly 
the Miners again took three of the top 
eight spots . B. Korsedal took first 
Date: Dec. 6 and 7,1996 
Site: Little Rock, Arkansas 
only Miner to finish in the top eight 
in that event. 
The men 200 yard backstroke 
was a different story though . The 
Miners took a trendy three out of the 
top eight. Jeff Rieder was the top 
Miner finishing third in at 2:06.62. 
Right behind him in fourth was Eric 
Jelinek at 2:07.73. Coming in sixth 
Miners vs. Gorillas 
In the 
second session 
the Miners took first in the 200 yard 
freestyle at I :28.09. In the 500 yard 
freestyle David Nurre finished first 
with a final time of 4:44.56. Other 
events UMR took first in include the 
100 yard butterfly, the 100 yard 
see Swim page 16 
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NFL, NHL update 
Chris Kulifay 
Starr Writer 
Once again, sports fans, it's time 
to try to catch up on what ti)e sports 
world is doing. One of the promoted 
highlights since the last column was 
the Monday night football game a 
couple of weeks ago between Dallas 
and the Pack. On paper it promised 
to be a great game, starring two of 
the NFL's best teams. The reality of 
the situation, however, was proven to 
be quite different What no one could 
h"llve predicted was a field goal 
festival , and very little effective 
offense. Dallas' Boniol tied an NFL 
record with 7 field goals in one game, 
constituting all of Dallas' 21 points. 
This past Monday night was a 
little more interesting. Starring the 
Pittsburgli S teelers and the Miami 
Dolphins, it also promised to be a 
great game. This time, the 
predictions were more accurate-even 
the 35 year-old Dan Marino couldn't 
keep the Steelers from winning a 
close decision in the fmal minutes of 
the game. 
If you're from S.t. Louis like 
many people here, or just like SI. 
Louis, you're probably wondering 
what's up with the Rams. At their 
current record of 3-9, many fans are 
probably about ready to boot them 
back to Los Angeles. Before you get 
too down on them though, I think you 
need to consider who they're using. 
Believe it or not, the Rams, in my 
opinion, have one of the more 
promising futures in the NFL. Rookie 
quarterback Tony Baru,s is beginning 
to prove himself as a winner. He's 
getting accustomed to his starting 
role, and his performance is 
improving as a resull He's stopped 
fumbling for one thing, and he's 
shown he's got a cannon for an arm. 
In fact, sometimes he seems to throw 
too hard, making easy passes a little 
more difficult than they should be for 
the receivers. This will change with 
experience, as will his ability to deal 
with his pocket 1be Rams' offensive 
line has not been the greatest in the 
NFL, ' and Banks has had some 
difficulty dealing wiih the pass rush. 
He has shown himself capable of 
excellence when he gets some time 
however, so some blame has to go to 
the offensive line. That brings us to 
also-rookie Lawrence Phillips. Taken 
6" overall in last ye'ar's draft, he was 
expec~d to completely blow up this 
year. It didn't happen, howe~er, but 
now Phillips is getting on the right 
track. ' After a couple or so 100 yard 
see Pro Sports page 16 
Men's Basketba.1I to play in MIAA opener tonight 
• Jonathan Erdman 
~ Assistant Sports Editor 
The University of Missouri-
Rolla Men's Basketball team will 
face the Gorillas of Pittsburg State 
University today in it's conference 
opener at 7 :45 p.m. in Pittsburg 
Kansas. 
The Miners are undefeated this 
season with a record of five wins and 
zero losses. Pittsburg State was pre-
Miner Match-up 
,'-' -
dieted sixth in the Mid-America In- and Nova Southeastern on Nov. 29. 
tercollegiate Athletic Association 
preseason poll. The Gorillas have 
four returners who averaged ten 
points a game or more back from last 
season. 
UMR will host the Pepsi-Cola/ 
Ameritech Shootout this weekend 
starting Dec. 6, and ending Dec. 7. 
The Miners will play Missouri Bap-
tist College on Dec. 6, and will face 
Rockhurst College Dec . 7. 
The Miners competed in the 
Eckerd Tournament Nov. 29 and 30 
at St. Petersburg Fla. The Miners 
defeated Eckerd College on Nov. 30 
The score of the game against 
Eckerd College was 85-74 in favor 
of the Miners. The Miners field goal 
percentage was .596 compared to 
.533 from Eckerd. Eckerd beat UMR 
in 3-point shots and free throws. The 
Miners made four out of eleven 
three point attempts coma~ed to 
Eckerd's six out of twelve, and 19 
out of 32 free throw attempts com-
pared to Eckerd's 20 out of 30. The 
Miners top two scorers were Jeff 
Kokal at center with 26 points, Tim 
Holloway at Guard with 17 points . 
UMR defeated Nova Southeastern 
UMR Miners .·at Pittsburg State Gorillas 
~ Site: Pittsburg, Kans. Date: Dec. 4, 1996 Time: 7:45 p.m. CST 
Series Record: 17-15 Pittsburg leads. 
Head Coaches: Miners: Dale Martin (128-115 in tenth year at UMR) Gorillas: Gene Iba ( in 
one year at Pittsburg State) 
Players to watch: Miners: Terry Smith; Tim Holloway Gorillas: Marc Eddington, T.J. Roberts. 
Outlook: The Miners will open up their conference against Pittsburg State. The Miners are 
coming of a 5-0 undefeated streak, and need to begin MIAA play with a strong fIrst appearance on 
the road. 
Sources:UMR Sports Information 
by a score of 83-68. The Miners field 
goal percentage was .419 .and Nova 
, Southeastern's was .500. The major-
ity of UMR's 83 points came from 
three point shots. UMR made 13 out 
of 30 three pointers for a three point 
percentage of .433 copared to seven 
out of twelve made bu Nova South-
eastern. The miner~ made 18 out of 
24' free throws, and Nova Southeast-
ern made seven out of fifteen. Top 
Scorers for the Miners were 
Holloway with 27 points, and Kokal 
with 12 points. The Miners played 
Maryville Tuesday Nov.26 after the 
game was postponed from Monday. 
UMR crushed Maryville by a score 
of 88-59. 
UMR deSlj"oyed Harris-S to we 
by a score of 94-47 on Saturday, Nov. 
23 . The Miners began the game with 
a 8-0 run. However Hru:ris-Stowe 
with a number of three pointers by 
Iban Wayne and Clifton Edward cut 
the Miners lead- to 26-21. UMR 
outscored the Hornets. 20-5 during 
the last seven minutes of the first 
half to give them a commanding 46-
26 lead. 
see Miners page 16 
M -Club A.thlete of the' 
.'We~k.~ririt)~h~¢d. //· '" .' < 
, TIie~~SI~~ 'nh a;Jo\l~;;~i! 
Gary Tomlins9ri 'asitsM-Club Aihlete 
.of the , W!,e!';~ t'1mlinson is beiilg-
t~:o:e:g ~~~s~~s~~ti!~t:irW:~~:r~i;!~ ;. 
close oUt the I.996 .season. Tomlin,soo -, 
is a senior c~-~api~iiI for (he Miner- ' 
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Celebrating 25 Years of Partnership 
'97' 
Missouri Miner, Friday, 
May 17, 1918 
J.unior Class Makes One 
Hundred Dollar 
Donation to R~d Cross, 
On Thursday, May 9, the Junior 
Class met and decided to donate 
$100.00 of the money left over from 
the St. Pat's celebration to the Rolla 
Chapter of the American Red Cross. 
As a goodly part of the six hundred 
dollars which the Junior Class raised 
came from. the town people of Rolla, 
either directly or indirectly, and from 
the faculty 'of M.S.M. , certainly no 
way of getting rid of this surplus 
money could be more appropriate than 
donating it to the Rolla Chapter of the 
Red Cross. 
RED CROSS LIFE 
SAVING DEMONSTRATION 
Captain J. S .. Law, of the Red Cross 
Life · Saving Staff gave 'a life saving 
demonstration last Friday, for the 
benefit of the students and towns 
people of Rolla. The demonstration' 
took place in the J ackling Gymnasium. 
The various methods of saving 
drowning persons and several ways of 
arTificial respiration were 
demonstrated by Capt. Law. His 
exhibitio'n was for the primary purpose 
of arousing interest in a course in Life 
Saving which will be given soon to 
those people who are desirous of 
passing the Red Cross life saving 
examinations. 
Examinations were given by Capt 
Law, to men who wished to qualify as 
'99& American 
Red Cross 
future examiners in courses in life 
saving to be given to the students and 
high school pupils some time in the 
future . R. Joyce, F. Underwood and W. 
Mikell were successful in passing the 
tests and they are now eligible to give 
instruction in both the senior and 
junior divisions of the Red Cross Life 
Saving to the ages of 12 to 17 years 
and the tests. The junior di vision is 
limited senior dIvis ion to all over 17 
• years of age. 
The remainder of this semester will 
be devoted to giving instructions and 
.tests for all those wishing to qualify for 
the emblems of Junior or Senior-Life 
Savers. Those students who pass these 
tests and receive their emblems and 
pins wi ll also be eligible to qualify as 
examiners next fall on the 
recommendations of the present 
examiners and "Spike" Dennie. Two 
afternoons a week will be devoted to 
high school students in connection 
with the Life Savirg work. 
This is an opportunity which should 
be taken advantage of by all those who 
are interested. It is hoped that when the 
Red Cross Life Saving Corps ' 
representative comes to M.S.M. next 




,. JII50D McFarlaiad 
, SOURCE 
The blood drive i. here! 'Ims 
week; Wed. and Thur. (Nov. 18th -
19th) (rom 11:30 LIIl. - 5:30 p.m. in 
Centennial Hall at UCE. 'This year, an 
and • $100 awan! in 
the name of Me. Frederick ReminglOn 
will be Biven 10 the ocS&ruzaIiOll with 
bell participatiOn overall .. Sigma Chi 
Prairanil)' iJ c:urrcnJly IcadiDs aftcrthe 
ScpIembcrblooddrivcwithAlpllaEp-
IiIon Pi and Chi Omc,. close bchiIId. . 
So, pleaM SlOp by durin,. free !law, 
dIae will be plauyorpizUend-*-
Ia all day. DaD', wony, iI.wa(1 huI1 
(audI). Baidn, die rc& ia, bIDod 
...... _Ii-. 
\ 
STUDENT COUNCIL BLOOI) 
DRIVE COORDINATORS! 
CHAIRMEN 
10 -Year History 
William Strasser 
1996-97 Blood Drive Coordinator 
Mike Wentzel 
1995-96 Assistant Chair, 
Public Relations Committee 
Tom O'Neill 
1994-95 Chairman, 
Community Relations Committee 
Neil Bacoski 
1993-94 Chairman, 
Community Services Committee 
Jason McFarland 
1992-93 Chairman, 
Community Services Committee 
Troy Hartwing 
199 1-92 Chairman, 
Community Services Committee 
Eric Matlack 
1990-9 1 Chai rman, 
Community Services Committee 
Jeffery Wood 
1989-90 C hai rman, 
Community Services Committee 
Paul Hammann 
1988-89 Chairman, 
Blood Drive Com)l1ittee 
Jason Klein 
1987 -88 Chairman, 
Blood Drive Committee 
Michael Brown 
1986-87 Chairman, 
Blood Drive Committee 
Kevin Story 
1985-86 Chairman, 
Blood Drive Committee 
Bloodmobile 
Rolla V-Tech has invited the 
American Red Cross to conduct a 
bloodmobile on Wednesday, May 5th, 
from 9:00 a.m. to 3 :00 p.m. It will be 
held at Vo-Tecb. 
The truck is loaded with supplies and 
we'll be on our way soon. This is a 
c ri tical time for the blood suppl y. H elp 
us meet tbe needs. 
GIVE THE GIFI OF LIFE! 
For more information contact Gene 
Wai t (4.1 7) 866-7300. 
The Red Cross needs everyone's help 
By Red Cross 
SOURCE 
During the pa.~t j"w weeks blood 
supplies have been LO meet commu-
nity hospital and patient demands . 
Many blood donors have not yet deter-
mined a convenient time in their fall 
schedule to donate blood. That's why 
Through the summer the American 
Red Cross has bauled low blood col-
lections. Although we have had tre-
mendous community support in the 
Greater Ozark region, more blood is 
needed. Currently, there is a desperate 
net:d for the type 0 positive and 0 
negative blood. 
It takes approximately 24 hours 
from the· time blood is donated until 
the time it may be used. Blood is a 
precious, lifesaving commodity, al-
ways in short supply. It is a commu-
nity responsibility to ensure blood 
availability for those in need. 
Only with the help of healthy blood 
donors can the Red Cross provide a . 
safe and ample blood supply for this 
area. Eligible blood donors are de-
fme(f as anyone between the ages of 
·17 and 76 years .. weighing -at least 
110 pounds and in good health. 
The American Red Cross Greater 
Ozarks Regional Bloodmobile will 
VISIt the 'Rolla First Christim 
Church, Tuesday, October 1. frJllJ 
11 :00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.. Please ;10-
nate ... share the "Gift of Life" . {ith 
someOne. For more information ;on-
tact: Lany Leek, Departmer . of 
Communications (417) 866-73W. 
Red Cross. 
The Phelps Coun1:y Chap1:er 
Red Cross wen1: "over 1:he 1:0p" 
wi1:h flying colors in 1:he 
$100,000 , 000 drive las1: 
week in May . Phelps Coun1:y's 
quo1:a was $7,000, bU1: 
$10 , 500 was raised . B.H. 
Rucker is chai~man, and 
H. L. Wheeler, Librarian a1: 
M. S .M. , is secre1:ary of 
1:he Chap1:er, and Eugene J . 
Campbell was chairman of 1:he 
corrrni 1:1:ee in charge of 1:he 
campaign drive. Auxiliaries 
of 1:he Chap1:er have been 
organized a1: Beulah, Relfe, 
Edgar Springs , Vida, Yancy 
Mills and Pairview .. 
PLHASE DONATE BLOOD-
WE NEED YOUR HE LP ! 
There is no risk; you canno1: 
ge1: AIDS by dona1:ing blood . 
You will receive a card 
indica1:ing your blood 1:ype 
and a mini physical as well 
as refreshmen1:s provided by 
local merchan1:s . You have 
n01:hing 1:0 lose and 
every1:hing 1:0 give! 
Por more informa1:ion or if 
you would like 1:0 help wi1:h 
1:his or fU1:ure blood drives 
call UMR S1:uden1: Council 
( 341-4280) or send e-mail 1:0 
S1:UCo@umr . edu . 
The American Red Cross needs 
everyone's help - Please Give Blood! 
American Red Cros.~ 
Greater Ozark Regional 
lJlood Sen-ices 
It could be Ihe result of a traffic 
accident. cancer or ~Ianned surgery. 
No mailer the cause, the need for hlood 
exists . Now . This limc it may be you 
or a membcr of your family Ihal is af-
fected and in nt:t:d of precious,lifesav-
ing blood. 
If you arc lucky, there rn ay he no 
shortage o f blood in the hospital in-
VcnulT)'. Thi~ week that is thl:casl:. but 
Ihl:re is no telling whallomorrow w ill 
bring. 
Tlle only way to CnSurl: a safe and 
:;dcquate blood suppl y is for healthy 
ml:mhcrs of lhis community 10 donate 
blood every 56 days. All el ig ible do-
nors are l:n(;ouraged to don ale. An 
eli giblt.: donor is anyon(; bdwt:cn the 
ages of 17 and 76 years, weighing at 
leasi I 10 pounds and in good healih. 
The American Rt:d Cross is com-
milled to providing blood for52 hospi-
tals in this region, but thaI is impos-
sible without donors . If you ar" called 
upon 10 donate blood at your local 
blood drivl: or blood cen~(;r, please 
make the lime 10 donat" . 
Currenlly the blood supply in our 
art:a is adequale, but all it takes is one 
accident for that to change. Please 
ensure that blood wilt be available for 
those who need il by· donating at Ihe 
o 
Univcrsity of Missouri-Rolla. 
Wt:dnesday. November 20. and Thurs· 
day. Novembcr 21, from 11 :00 a.m. -
5:00 p.m. Please donate .... . s·hare the 












































~ 17, 1971 
Lee Turpin, son of MI. and 
Mrs , C, R, Turpin , Kirkwood, 
Mo., recently received' an 
award ' from Mr . George M. 
Elsey , President, ' American 
Nattonal Reg Cross, during 
the annual meeting of the 
st ,L6uis Bi.,Si:ate C\:l.apter, 
Red Cross , which w·as held j.cn 
the , Kh~rass,an: Room, ' C'h,ase -
Park Plaia Rotel. 
, The award was "fOr pis 
initiative' ' arid ' direction 
asChairmail of the ' Missouri 
Col+~g,e copf~r:imce Conmittee . 
on be\:l.at:C , of pr,9posed " 
leg~slationto permit 1S -' 
year-olds to donate blood 
witl):ou1: parental conlient," 
, L';e, " is senior at the 
of Missouri, 
; h,e r e 'he ' fs 
chemical 
it;l 
Red Cross creates new Donor Program 
,. Am~rlcaD Red Cross 
, SOURCE 
American Red Cross Regional 
TlSSUC Services coordinaJcs a Living 
Cross. At that time. the patient', 
medical histOry is reviewed and a 
consent fonn is signed by the patient. 
The consent allows for the transfer of 
the bone after the surgery and the 
patient agrees to allow blood drawing 
and testing six months after the sur-
gery. 
DoIlOf Program which allows' for the In a process similar to donating 
danaticn of bone d~g hip replace- blood, the donated tissue is screened 
meDtsurgery. 'Thesepnen1ofthe bone for communicable and infectious dis-
thatisdoDa!ed is the femoral head; the eases. A blood sample is obtained' at 
top portiOD of the femur (long bODe of the time of the surgery for serology 
the dUgh). The femuris considered the testing and I1ver tunction testing. Cul- ' 
IODgest and strongest bODe in the turcs are obtained for microbiological 
human body. testing. The microbiology testing al-
Mi.ssouri, he launched his 
own personal. campaign to 
further such legislation . 
After dev9ting hundreds 
' of hours collecting infor -
mation , ,which showed the 
irnportaI\ce of such .legi s -
latio~; .' and ,.writ:ing nilrnerous 
perso~al let-ters to legis-
la,tot s, Lee ;'als'omade a 
person~1 app~!'lrElJtce a.t a 
meet~ing{, of "the l ,egi:,;l at~re 
in Jefferson City, "M,o" 
where ' he spoke on' beha:E~/ of 
the .bill. ," 
• 'The biil wa~ signed. int .o 
law by Governor Wa,rr~n ' E. 
'Rearnes on 'AiEil 29 ; .. 1971, ," ,-
Lee has received other ' 
aw~rds; !lttIongtheIit the"Vigil 
Ronor, which, is giyen each 
yeai' by .t:he · Boy Sc.outs '''of 
" Alnerica1;o give, you,ngme'n in 
the St, ". Louis area, ' He 
w,as electe ~ . to" Alpha. Chi 
Sigma, cheIhlc~l ~i).gineering:' 
fra."t.e .rnity ; ., arid ",:to ' Phi ' Eta 
Sigma, s ch6las-t~c ~ fi-.a-t'erni ty '" 
a-c . the Uni~ersity of 
Missouri ," Ro11i 'r arid last 
' har, wa~ h~~1;~d i president ' 





BLOOD DRIVE 111 
Wednesday and Thursday, 
April 19-20 
The donated bODe assists in meet- lows for examining the tissue for or-
iDa the coaununity's increasing de- ganisms that otherwise would not be 
mand -for ttans¢anted tistue; This is idCDtified. 
During the initial surgery the 
femoral 1:tead is ,remonved and re-
placed with a proSthesis. After about 
10 or 15 years. the constant friction of 
the metal in the articicial hip wears 
away part of the bone in the acetabu-
lum - the cup shape cavity in which 
the head of the femur fits. A donated 
femoral head. similar ,to the femoral 
head that is removed. is most fre -
quently used to repair the wear and tear 
on the hip joint that is caused by the 
artificial prosthesis. The change in the 
acetabulum can cause significant pain 
and create a poor fit of the prosthesis in 
the cavity. The surgeon can use a sur-
gically removed femoral head to re-
construct the acetabulum. Depending 
on the surgeon' s prefemlce. the bone 
can be crushed into fane particles and 
packed in the acetabulum or crushed 
and made into a paste which is used to 
give the prosthesis a tighter fit. The 
femur head can aisobe hollowed out to 
fonn a new cavity if the acetabulum is 
not able to be rep~ired. 
11 :30-5:30. Centennial Hail-lICE 
clue to the inaeasiag number of surgi - A second ,etof tests areperformed 
cal procec1ures and the implcm'enta- after six months to insure that the 
lion of strict federal regu1alionS re- donor's health status has not changed. 
gardiag screening. testiagand mainte- ' Only after receiving acceptable test 
lWICC of 40nated tissue. For that rea- results is the bone approved for proc-
son. many hospitaJs have disconlinued essing. Once the bone is processed. it 
their bone banks and now rely on the is ready for distribution to area hospi-
services provided by American Red tals. In order to maintain the quality 
Cross Regional TISSue Services. and inlfgnty of the tissue. it is con-
A potential donor can identify stantly frozen at a temperarure of at 
theirintcnltotheirphysicianor,ifthcy least -70 degrees celsius. The bone is 
are dooaIiDg blood prior to !heir sur- thawed before being used by the sur-
gery. directly to the American Red geon. 
For additional information or to 
answer questions regilrding ~ giving 
while you live". please contact the 
American Red Cross Regional TISsue 
Services at 417-866-7300. 
, Free Food! Free Drink! 
Free Admission! 
B.Y.O.B. (Bring Your Own Blood) , 
(Must be 18 to carry in) 
Wednesday. September 12.1990 
Features 
Students do their best to benefit the community 
UMR leads in blood donations 
By Eric Matlock 
STAFF WRITER 
In the past decade. the University 
of Missouri- Rolla . along with the resi-
dents of Rolla. have become the lead-
ing source of blood in the Springfield 
regional blood services. Along with 
the pride of being the leading source of 
blood. we have successfully held on to 
the Blood Drive Trophy for the past ten 
years. However. the University of 
Arkansas has pulled their forces ·to-
gether and is trying to "out donate" 
UMR. (Did I mention University of 
Arkansas is two to three times largcr 
than UMRI?) 
With this in mind. the Student 
Council and the American Red Cross 
will be sponsoring a local Blood Mo-
bile on September 18th and 19th. The 
Blood Mobile will be located in· Cen-
tennial Hall which is on the second 
floor of the University Center-East and 
will run from I 1:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
on both days. 
At least 250 blood donors are 
needed each day to meet the growing 
demand for blood in the Springfield 
regional area. We need your support in 
. donating to meet these needs. Anyone 
between the ages. of 17 and 65 can 
donate. But please refrain from donat-
ing if you weigh less than 110 pounds 
or have donated within the last eight 
weeks. 
Everyone who donates blood will 
receive half-price coupons thai can be 
used at Piua Inn to purchase a pizza, 
and Pizza Hut is donating coupons for 
a free soda to all donors. The first 15 
people who donate on both days of the 
Blood Drive will receive coupons for a 
free taco from Taco Bell. Plus free 
cookies. soda. pizza. and popcorn will 
be served to all the donors while listen-
ing to KMNR Road Show. . 
Your efforts in the past are greatly 
appreciated. but we need your support 
to continue this tradition and beat the 
University of Arkansas. The Red 
Cross Blood Mobile is open to the 
public, so please drop by the UMR on 
September 18th and 19th and give the 
gift of life; give blood. 
//.,(p :honor of your presence 
\-:~V is requested on 
, Wednesday Dec. 4, 1996, 
for a reception from 
3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
In 
University Center-East 
Centennial Hall (Second Floor) 
to help celebrate the 
Twenty-Fifth Anniversary of 
the American Red Cross Blood Drives on 
the University of Missouri-Rolla Campus 
The Red Cross wants your blood 
Red Cross 
SOURCE 
Warm Weather means outdoor 
~tivitics. weekend trips and vaca-
tions . . During this time of the year 
accidents increase and as a result, 
hospitals need more blood for their 
patients. this puts~ tremendous strain 
on the blood supply. 
Blood is a precious, lifesaving 
commodity, always in short supply. It 
take approximately 24 hQurs fiom the 
time blood is given until it ~ay be 
used. Ensuring that blood is available 
for those who need it is a cornm,unity 
rcspons#lity. Only with the help of 
healthy blood donors from our area 
can we provide a safe and ample blood 
supply. 
Currently. the American Red 
Cross Greater Ozarks Regional Blood 
Services is encouraging all eligible 
donors to donarc blood every eight 
weeks. An eligible donor ·is anyone . 
between 17 and 76 years, weighing at 
least 110 pounds and in good healfh. 
The: American Red Cross BlOod-
mobile will visit Ote Roll. Vo-Tech. 
W cdnesday, May 6th from 9:00 a.m. -
3:00 p.m. Please donate ..... share the 
"Gift of Life" with someone. 
BLOOD DRIVE! WAHOO! 
The Student Council and the 
American Red Cross will be 
sponsoring a local blood 1I)0bile on 
February 8th and 9th. TIle blood 
mobile will be located in Centennial 
Hall which is on the second floor of 
the University Center-East Building 
and wi ll run from 11 :30 a.m.-5:30 
p.m. on both days. 
Everyday, 200 blood donors 
are needed to :neet the growing 
demand for blood in the Sl'ringfi91~ 
regional area. We need YOUR 
support in donating to meet these 
needs. Anyone who is between the 
ages of 17 and 65, weighs over 110 
Ibs. and has not donated in the past 8 
weeks can donate! 
Everyone who donates will 
receive free coupons to be used at 
Pizza Hut, and McDonald's, PLU$ 
free cookies, soda, and pizza will be 
served to YOU after YOU donBle- to 
the soft tones of the KMNR 
Roadshowl· 
In- : the past decade, the 
University o·f Missouri-Rolla, along 
with the residents of Rolla, have 
become the leading source of blood in 
the Springfield Regional Blood 
Services. Our etTort has been greatly 
appreciated, but we need. YOUR 
. support to continue this tradition. The 
Red Cross blood mobile is open to the 
public. So please drop by CeDtcnni.1 
Hall, UeE, February 8-9, aCtcr 
11":30 but before 5:30 and give the 
gift oClife, GIVE BLOOD!. We can't 
do it without YOUI THANKYOU 
UMR students. faculty, and slam 
A compila~ion of articles fram the pages 
of the UMR ~ssouri ~ner, 1917-1996. 
Published by , ~he Old Cour~house American 
Red Cross MUseum. 
- - --
~ Cal Stal&-Nort 
His 57 
Cata\lba 72, ( 
(;o(IGOIdia, N. 
loW! 0/, I 
!Mes 84, SIAJ 
t.lSSOUri-Ka/lSl 
J,IomilgSide 11 
N~18 Dame, ( 
TNman State 
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Scores for Nov. 27, 1996 
Too 20 Scores 
(2) Northern Kentucky 79, Tampa 65 
(4) St. Rose 97, Old Westbury 57 
Newberry 65, «(6) Presbyterian 59 
Other Scores 
Georgia Southwestern 76. Southwest Baptist 74 
Scores for Nov. 29, 1996 
Too 20 Scores 
Kentucky 104, (7) Alaska.Anchorag·e 72 
Morningside 80, (9) Florida Southern 72 
(12) Missouri-Rolla 83, Nova Southeastern 68 
Other Scores . «(6) Presbyterian 76, N. Carolina-Pembroke 72 
Cal State-Northridge 77, Cal State-Dominquez «(7) Kentucky Wesleyan 110, Knoxville 67 
Hills 57 Other Scores 
Catawba 72, Clinch Valley 41 .Adams State 93, North Dakota 83. ' . 
Concordia, N.Y 67, Dominican, NY 64, OT Sanry 76, Quinnipiac 70 
Iowa 67, Chaminade 37 .. . 
Miles 84, Stillman 67 BOWle State 80, liVingstone 75 . 
Missouri-Kansas Chy 87 Southwest St Minn 64 Cal State-Dominguez Hills 64. QUincy 61 
Morningside 103 St Le~ 88 .. . Cal State-Stanislaus 98, Trevecca Nazarene 92 
Notre Dame, Cai~. 58, Menlo 55 Charleston, W.Va. 86, West Virginia Tech 69 
Truman State 86 Missouri Baptist 69 Denver 78, Wilham Penn 52 
. ' Eckerd 74. West Flonda 63 
Scores for Nov. 28, 1996 
, Too 20 Scores 
_ (7) Alaska-Anchorage 75, Maine 65 
DATE OPPONENT . 
Elon 89, Lock Haven 62 . 
Gannon 114. Virginia State 60 
Gardner-Webb 104. William Carey 80 
Harding 105, Hillsdale 44 
SCORE 
Sun. : Nov. 1 OSt: Louis Gold (Exhibition game) 68-79 
~ I " ~ • 
Sat., .Nov. 16~St. Fran.cis (III.) 69-44 
Fri., Nov. 22 Missouri 53-98 
Sat., Nov. 30 =rexas Woman's University 96-86,OT 
Sun., Dec. 1 SIU-Edwardsville 70-62 
Pos Entrant # .Nam~' GR Affiliation 
Kennesaw State 77. Tusculum 69 
Lindenwood 94. Lincoln 83 
Lyon 81, Arkansas-Monticello 58 
Maste(s 77, Missouri-SI. Louis 71 
Mayville State 72. Bemidji State 63 
Metropolhan State 104. Alaska-Fairbanks 99 
Missouri Southern 90. Georgia Southwestern 70 
Montana State-Billings 117, Willamette 85 
t/ewberry 71, South Carolina Spartanburg 70 
Northeastern Oklahoma SI. 76. Henderson St. 49 
Panhandle St. 63, Colorado-Colorado Springs 57 
Pfeiffer 60. North Florida 58 
Phillips 60, Indianapolis 44 
Phtsburg State 62, Arkansas Tech 53 
Point Park 88. Indiana, Pa . . 72 
Saginaw Valley State 76. Ferris State 74 
Seattle Parnic 59, Humboldt State 52 
Shorter 75, St . Leo 72 
South Dakota State 90. Black Hills State 87 
Southeastern Oklahoma State 70: Texas A&M-
Commerce 66 
Wingate 80, Clayton State 75 
The Lady Miners are ranked 23rd 
In the USA Today/WBCA Division 
II Women's Basketball Poll. 
.Score Time 
1 272 Alexandr Alexin Sp Central Missouri State 1 31 :23.6 
2 377 Elly Rono Sp Univ. Southern Indiana 2 31 :26.2 
3 216 Thomas Korir Sr Abilene Christian 3 31 :30.0 
4 437 Hamish Smith Sr Western State College 4 31:39.5 
5 396 Dan Reed Sr UC Riversiqe ~1 :44.8 
6 364 Mark McKeown Sp South Dakota State 5 31 :49.3 
'7 293 Jurmain Mitchell Sr Emporia State University 31 :55.5 
8 _ 218 Fallody Moonga Jr Abilene Christian 6 31 :56.9 
.~ 
.J 
9 214 Musa Gwanzura . __ Sp Abilene Christian 7 32:03.3 
10 .. 262 Cliff Curtis' Cal Poly Pomona 8 32:04.4 
38 464 Ben Mulvaney Jr Unlv. Missouri-Rolla 
Sat., Oct. 26 
Millikin 
127-56 




Sat., Nov. 9 
Truman State 
110-76 
Sat., Nov. 16 
Drury 
78-115 
Fri., Nov. 22-Sat., 
Nov. 23 
St. Louis Univ. 
Invitational 
1stl5 
-Missouri Miner Wednesday, December 4, 1996 








14 Hindu music 
style 
15 ~Never mind~ 
17 Pinnacle 
18 Deep furrow 
19 Spotted 
21 Unaus' kin 
22 Except if 
:L.6 Bridge 
• support 






34 Bar need 
35 Mend 
36 Steeps 









sine qua non 




55 "With it~ 
DOWN 
1 Sword handle 
2 Bloodhound's 
cue 
3 Hole in the 
head? 
4 Summary 




9 Seance sound 
10 Candle count 
11 Grow 
·16 Grit your teeth 
20 Whatever amount 
23 Director Kazan 
24 Nauseated ' 
25 Resorts 
international? 
26 No longer 
paunchy 




35 Mr. Ziegfeld 
36 Washington 
group 
38 Rendezvous on 
the sly 
39 As much as 
is allowed 
42 Beehive State 






52 Actress Gardner 
53 Engrossed 
for 49 DOWN 
8 Talk like 
Jimmy Stewart 
29 Pack quantity? 
32 "Platoon~ 
locale 
33 Friars Club 
47 Party bowlful 
49 Sapporo sash 
Congratulations MACURCH '96 Delta Upsilon, Sigma Upsilon, 
Delegation for being so cool! Gamma Sigma and Rho Alpha sisters 
Jennifer unite!! 
Sisters of Gamma Sigma: Striving There are no winners on 74! 
for the climax!! 
Cathleen, 
Diane, No more singing!! 
Let's go out after Chapter on Thurs-
day! ll." 
RBI Rules!! ! 
Be on the lookout for Lightning 
Basketball. 
Kappa Chi, 
We are still the bomb. Finals are 
coming up soon, let's show 'em how it's 
done. 
Candice 
Lira, Kathy How come all the buffets we fmd D&L, 
Cat, 
Drink! Drink! Drink! 
the cool one 
Rho Alpha is number one! 
Bob, 
At least you have not had to drive 
me home this year yet. 
YLS 
Justin, 
Who is Woodrow again? :) 
. " 
don't let you go back for seconds? 
D&L 
News of the week: Brody wins bet; 
. Nicole ~ets screwed. 
Congrats to the banner committee! 
Woodrow is happy to be in Rolla! 
NRHHRocks! Way to goon Chap-
ter of the Year. 
Congrats Jennifer, Jon and Anne 
for the Top \0 Program! 
I'll even settle for a few crumbs!! 
K 
Josh, 
Have you forgotten about me? 
YBS 
Zach, 
Where's a calc god when I need 
one? 
YBS 
I'll be back! 
- The man with Two! 
Brandon, 
I have not seen you in forever!!! 
YBS 
Tonica, 
by Larry Duncan . 
1. Who was named football back of 
the decade for 1950 to 1960? 
2 . How many points is a ringer 
worth in horseshoes? 
3. In what track and field event can 
you use the scissors? 
4 . What six-time Olympic cham-
pion was known as "The Flying 
Finn~? 
5. What's an eagle in golf? 
6. Who was the only man to have 
won the Olympic decathlon twice? 
7. What is the name of a baseball 
hit that falls berween the infield and 
outfield? 
8. What is Pele's given name? 
challenger THE INTERNATIONAL @ CAOSSNUMBER GAME 
~,~~;~~I~~!;e .lm a numoer, one tr\roug" nIne. ;~f: 
• Horllontal SQuares snOlJld &ad 10 IOIBlsonngnl. 
• Von lcal squar" s/'Ioulo aod 10 lotals on DOnom. 
Qn cenler should sOd 10 • 0 1l\gon81 ~Quares tnrou 
10lal In upper and lower right ~ 
r"'EAE MAY BE MORE 
THAN ONE SOLUTION 
TOdSy's Challenge 
Time 5 Minutes 
10Seconas 
Your Work ing 








28 29 26 
copyright 1996 by king 
Features Syndicate 
see Solutions, page 15 






I think you're right about the tan-
ning.(flamer!). 
Rho Up, 
You're awesome, girl!! Keep being 
such a great roomie!! 





Sorry I am sometimes a stupid-
head!! 
Ben, 




Your little sis loves you! 
The Emperor 
State Boundaries are good for a 
lirtle Gamma Sigma! 
Mustard is Gooood!!! 
Y'all, 
Kelly A is so cool, baby!!! 
Kelly A 
KellyD, 




thank you . 
Enjoyed taking aim. 
the basket case 
-------- ....... 
field evenl ca; 
)IYmpic chaJil 




6 by King 
'!ldicate 







, the baskel ¢< 
DAVE 
by David Miller 
r~HOLIDAY 
WJYl 61fT IV£A~ 
"If you ever do that when 
other people are around 




I-IERE. you Go .. . "'Two SEI'\,S 
JN Row 62., UPP!:R. 8oVJL .. , 
GIvE t<\E YOOR CAst\ AND 
YOVR WA.TCIi AND SIGN 
YOUR IRUCK "'TilLE OVER! 
\ \-loPE You E 
How LUC KY' 
You ME .' 
12/1 2196 
"Now I know why they call it an NBA 
game - because the fans are 
Nearly Bankrupt Afterwards.' 
''The next time you come to 
, th4s table, borrow one of 
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Griffey from page 1 
volver that was in Griffey's room. It is 
believed that Griffey fired the gun 
twice out the window in order to get 
used to the weapon before turning it on 
himself. 
One of the other residents of the 
house reported hearing three loud 
noises some time after 3:30 and before 
daybreak that could have been gun-
shots. The official time of death has 
been narrowed down to between 3 :00 
and 11 :40 a.m. according to Lieutenant 
Day. 
Griffey did not leave a note of any 
kind. and Lieutenant Day declined 
comment on any motivation he may 
have had to kill himself 
Damon Griffey was from 
Grandview, Missouri and had planned 
to major in petroleum engineering. 
UCE from page 2 
provide extra classroom space. It was 
pointed out that this option may pro-
vide a means of funding other than 
student fees. 
Dinners from page 1 
performers will be dressed as street 
vendors, selling wine by the glass and 
bread by the loaf. 
This year's meal will consist of 
French onion soup, lettuce salad; beef 
pot roast with vegetables, squash, and" 
the traditional flaming plum pudding. 
The. annual Madrigal Dinners are 
directed 'and produced by Joel 
Kramme, assistant professor of music 
atUMR. 
Tickets cost $20 per person. Reser-
vations may be made at the University 
Center-West ticket window,(573) 
341-4219, or by enclosing a check and 
information on the number of tickets 
needed to Madrigal Dinner, 101 Uni-
ve rsity Center-West, Rolla, MO 
65409-0770. Group reservations 
. should be made under one name. 
" 
. H V~ Amencan eart 
Association~ 
Fighting H68r1 O/s6856 
BJJd$lroks 
The architects are still putting to- IfI ••• 
gether a master plan for the renova-
tions so nothing is in effect. The 
project is still in the planning stage 
which according to Josh Grove, StuCo 
President, "is the most important stage 
for students to express what direction 
they wal\t to see this project take." 
Grove added, "We will probably be 
setting up a Task Force in the near 
future to look into current student pri-
orities as well as issues that will be of 
concern to students in the future. This 
will ensure that the renovations will be 
effective 10 or 20 years down the 
road." 
Sarchet from page 2 
for the MSM-UMR Alumni Associa-
tion. This is also not the flist publica-
tion in which he has been referenced. 
He has also been included in "Ameri -
can Men and Women of Science," 
"Who's Who in Engineering," "Who's 
Who in American Education." 




Start to Finish Heart Disease 
~ c€ONEW~ 
~o/.d<l~~jTI G E R A'~~I~PRESS, INC. 
Round 
and 




Airport Shuttle Service 
St. Louis Lambert .Ai rport 
Times Daily 365 Days Per Year Six 
A convenient way to travel to St. Louis or 
Springfield. 
(417) 581-3440 or888-844~3704 
Gillespie from page 1 
long range plans for the year, which 
Gillespie describes as "a load of BS. 
There are no goals for the students. I 
also think the system needs more coop-
eration, not competition," 
Gillespie ended her speech saying 
that she hoped some student in the 
room would become a Curator in the 
future. 
I Dani,IB(1lno . . civil,ng Ing U1 . 
lunteerwlthth vO In ' Deparllll,nL • 
nated38 ho\lf!of 
b fighting St(1lc11 
:aining, and edu 
dren at Dentll'he 
niet for fire pr" 
ness training. ' 
tions, our Iongev 
o""elves, to temF 
iliese fence f'ls~ i 
weight must these 
Like a cOat rae: 
many coats, of dill 
cloth,yet barely in 
all wear dog coa 
«la~ and sman C( 
eaeh lies a lucky c 
well of infmite 1'< 
un~elding bound, 
ligh, these co~ 
UPOn us. And d, 
am dressing for 
warmest of climat 
momen~,therear 
ili're are glOwing 
-----
--- ......... 
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Miners of the Month Music from page 5 
Daniel Bruno is a senior major-
ing in civir engineering. He is a 
volunteer with the Lenox Rural Fire 
DepartmenL In September, he do-
nated 38 hours of community service 
by fighting structural and brush fires, 
training, and educating school chil-
dren at DentlPhelps R3 school dis-
ington in Seattle. Next semester, he 
will be acting as a visiting faculty mem-
ber at the Columbia campus of the 
University of Missouri. 
A few weeks ago, the Missouri 
Show-Me Lecture Series in Mathemati-
cal Analysis, organized in part by Dr. 
Randolph, was held at UMR. 
At this conference, which is also 
supported by Washington University 
and the University of Missouri cam-
puses in St. Louis and Columbia, pro-
fessors from Virginia Tech and the 
University of Chicago presenied their 
ideas on technical subjects involving 
differential equations and the operat-
ing equation. 
Voyager from page 6 
gated to progress. To better our condi-
tions, our longevity, our life-styles, 
ourselves, to temper. And where do 
these fence posts intersect? And what 
weight must these crossroads bear? 
Like a coat rac:" the world holds up 
many coats, of different color, cut and 
cloth, yet barely indistinguishable. We 
all wear dog coats , dark coats, dull 
coats and smart coats. Somewhere in 
each lies a lucky coin, a deep secre~ a 
well of infmite possibility , and stark 
unyielding boundaries . In the hum an 
light, these coats are ever .changing 
upon us. And despite faith, wishes, 
and dressing for the weather, in the 
warmest of climates, in the coldest of 
moments, there are unexpected chills, 





Laura Bandy is a junior major-
ing in electrical engineering. She is 
a volunteer with Rolla Big Broth-
ers/ Big Sisters. She has been very 
active as a role model for a local 
Rolla girl whose mother is a single 
parent. She plans many fun activi-
ties for her including sluinber par-
ties and trick-or -treating during the 
month of October. 
from page 6 
Currently, Dr. Ranq,olph is re-
searching various techniques that make 
it possible to depict, on a Banach space, 
the "exponential stability or dichotomy 
of nonautonomous Cauchy problems," 
which are of the form x '(t)=A(t)x(t). 
Are you as clueless as I am? If you're 
no~ you may be interested in visiting 
Dr. Randolph 's home page to take a 
closer look at the scope of his research. 
So, for tho'se of you who don' t think 
math is all that simple, remember that 
"it only looks hard on the surface." 
If I had to pick a favorite or two 
from this album, it would be difficult 
due to the similarities in each song but 
that even so strange similarity to that of 
the Pet Shop Boys. 
There is one song that really caught 
my listening ear, "Grateful 'When 
You're Dead! Jerry Was There." This 
song has that 70's sound with that wah 
guitar effect and harmony of ba ba ba 
ba dah. 
I am going to have to say that if you 
like reminiscent PSB music but want 
something fresh, then pick up a copy of 
this album. 
The interesting thing about this 
album is that the ambiance from this 
album would tend to lead one to pull 
out the hippie decor and light up the 
incense and let one's evening plan it-
self. Be sure to get a black light and 
candles though ... 
Jimbob 
o Come all Ye Faithful 




Sports Q uiz 
1. Jim Brown; 
2 . three; 
3. the high jump; 
4. Paavo Nurmi; 
5. two under pM- on a hole; 
6. Bob Mathias; 
7. a Texas leaguer; 
8. Esdon Arantes do Nascimento 
Alternative 
Performance: 7 
Sound Quality: 7 
Piclcing up where Jason left off 
with those ever so popular X-mas com-
pilations, I had to include this one 
mainly because of the variety in bands 
that do their own versions of those 
songs that we grew up with. 
The albums consists of groups like 
Henry Rollins, Bush, Spongs, Juliimna 
Hatfield and the Presidents of the USA. 
Mr. Rollins does a very psychotic 
version of "Twas the Night ..... and is 
backed up with the Dance Hall crash-
ers ragging about how Santa was hit-
ting on them on X-mas Eve. 
There are quite a few versions of 
songs on the album, but some of the 
most note-worthy would be "Good King 
Somethingorother" by Bush. Just that 
title cracks a grin. 
"X-mas Piglet" I wonder what the 
heck were these guys (the Presidents 
of the USA) thinlcing when they picked 
, this song for their rendition of holiday 
cheer? 
I would have to say that if you are 
looking for humorous yet familiar holi-
day songs, definitely pick up a copy. I 
am sure that you won' t be disappointed. 
Jimbob 
Oh ye.ah, I am going to add a small 
add in section for those that wanted to 
put a short excerpt about a recent con-
cert that they have seen, good or bad. 
So for those that want to get interactive 
here, feel free to send something to me 
. or Amy (amy@umr.edu or jls@ 
umr.edu). 
Turbo AC's 
They Rock'ed! - Mr. X. 
Fragile Porcelain Mice 
They were cool but Nil-8 was better 
(Unknown name at time) 
Gretchan 
These guys are way cool - Joe R. 
Tool 
It was all righ~ I expected more - DinaD. 
Anthony Shriek 
I'm Impressed and can't wait to see 
them again - Jimbob (me) 
More to be added in later issues, so 
keep them coming .... 
from page 12 
Vision Teaser King Crossword 
1. Apron is changed. HOP P LAN D RAW r::::-r_r:::=::::-~3~5" Challenger 
2 . Picture is missing. ADO RARE RAGA FORGET I T APEX 
3. Book is smaller. TRENCH SAW 
4 . Pullover is added. 
5. Can is taller. 
TRUSS SKY LIP 
RASH VIE RICA 
AIS UNLESS 
6. Chips are different. ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ X L ~ ~ A K S ~~~p'~"!-!+.2~2~ 
ROT I NS U L T 24 28 29 26 23 
BOD Y NOMATTER 
AVIS ABIT AVA 
RAPT MITE HIP 
!fyou work to define mathem.t;cal 
concepts in simpler terms, you may 
find that it's really not as impossible as 
it appears. DRUNK DRMNG DOESN'T JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS~ 
Nation from page 5 Nathan Hollingsworth, killed July 30, 1991 at 1:20 pm on 1-20, Pearl, Miss. 
Next time your friend ,insi.sts on driving drunk, do whatever it takes to stop him. meat, stale tortillas, and spoiled sour 
cream.) For a real taco, you have to go 
to the birthplace of the taco: Brookfield, 
Oregon. 
Because If he kIlls mnocent people, how will you live with yourself! 
Not many people know that the 
first taco was made in Oregon, but 
FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK. -
many people also don' t know :h"t the 
first nachos supreme was also made in 
Oregon. Yes,lam spealcingoftheflfst You have your reasons. 
Taco Bell in the entire world, the only 
place where you can eat a satiating 
meal for under two dollars. 
Well, I hope I have answered all 
your questions. That's all I have for 
now. 
For a recorded message of 
current rate information, 
call 
1-800-4US BOND 
T'k~ ... TSS.4VJNGS ~ 1~A~~ ,BONDS 'V) 
Not to us! We 're going straight ahead for 
treatments and cures for 40 neuromuscular diseases. 
""DA® 
Muscular Dystrophy Association 
1-800-572-1717 
People help MDA .. because MDA helps people, 
.: . ,·f 
San fa9§ (()) ]rJlli-y .,' .,~ 
1m a Jk i ll1l g cO) n ce. . § t ({» JfD . 
this ycecatJro 
With complete packing and shipping 
services, MBE can send just about anything 
anywhere. Big or small. Delicate or heavy. 
Mail Boxes Etc$ It's the o nly stop 
II' 
MAll. BOXES ETC' 
you' ll need to make, too. / IT' S N O T WHAT WE 00 . IT' S HOW WE DO IT." 
II Sou t h s ide Shoppe rs Worhl Discount , 1:\ MAlLBOXESE'fC' (Located n ext to Sca rs) Phone 3l4·364-0006 with 
FAX 3l4 -361·0007 
.student 1.0. 
\1..,1 r~~:'~:r~<I~,~;,;,'~~~\:'~~£c~'~~:~ IJ~,~7.~c~n~~I)L'~~'~~u~i~~;:~(~~S~~p~:;i~~~"I;: ' '.If' 
"'''''mhr"lm . 
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Pro Sports 
games, his confidence is up, and he's 
getting some better blocking. Phillips 
has the ability to be an impressive ' 
runner; expect him to hit 1000 yards 
next season, if he gets any blocking 
whatsoever and his knee holds up. 
With the highly-touted Banks and 
Phillips, many people don't think much 
about rookie Eddie Kennison. As of 
Nov. 23, Kennison was leading the 
NFL in punt returns, with an 18.6 yard 
average. He's run two punts back 'for 
touchdowns, and is one of the most 
explosive runners that I've seen in his 
position in a long time. The Rams also 
have him playing wide receiver, and 
matched up with Isaac Bruce, are a 
deadly combination. Bruce, also as of 
a couple of Saturdays ago, was second 
in the NFL with total receiving yards 
at 952. 
When you consider the kind of 
quarterback problems the Rams have 
had this season, that 's impressive. To 
'put it in perspective, the Rams aren't 
going anywhere this year-but give them 
a year or two, and barring trades or 
injuries, they'll definitely be a team 
to watch. 
Their only major weakness at the 
moment seems to be their offensive 
line. If they can give QB Tony Banks 
time and RB Lawrence Phillips holes 








+ American Red Cross 
from page 10 
Sick' offootball? Maybe hockey's 
your sport. Instead of giving you the 
typical standings, I want to talk about 
st. Louis' Blues for a moment. 
They're haVing more success than the 
Rams (12-10), but haven't generally 
shown the kind of play they're capable 
of. Like the Rams, however, the Blues 
have some very impressive rookies this 
year. Standouts are Jim Campbell and 
Harry York, 2'" and 4'" on the Blues in 
points, respectively, with 19 and 16, 
once again as of Nov. 24. With a good 
combination of experienced veterans 
and the excellent play of their 
rookies,SI. Louis is on a strong climb. 
In a year or two, St. Louis might have 
two incredible teams to watch. 
When it comes to basketball, I'm 
sure all you hear about is Bulls, Bulls, 
Bulls. Well, what can I say? The 
Chicago Bulls, after going undefeated 
in their first 12 games of the season, 
finally lost one, 105-100 against Utah . 
Jordan had 44 points in the Bulls loss, 
but a poorly-timed Dennis Rodman 
spaz-out late in the game hindered 
their chance for a comeback. TheBulls 
fall just 3 games short of the NBA 
record of 15 wins to start a season. 
That's it for now ... ifyoll have any 
questions or comments, feel free to e-
mail me at kulifay@umr.edu and I'll 
try to get something in you'd like to 
see. Until then .. .. 
!jive blood again. It will be felt for a lifetime. 
'Miners 
The Hornets scored only four 
points compared to UMR 21 points 
in the first six minutes of the sec-
ond half. The Miners continued to 
dominate Harris-Stowe for the re-
mainder of the game for a 94-47 win . 
With only 13 seconds left in the 
game, a fight broke out between the 
Hornets and the Miners. Both 
benches cleared during the bedlam 
resulting in · the ejection of Ryan 
Matthews and Holloway. Only one 
member of the Hornets was ejected 
as a result of the fight. Both benches 
were retired to the locker room for 
the remainder of the game. Coach 
Dale Martin says that he tried to 
avoid confrontation by getting the 
game over quickly. 
"That's an incident that if you 
call the first few fouls instantly, you 
can avoid that. It became a very 
physical game at the four minute 
mark. We tried to get the game over 
with as quickly as possible, but we 
from page 10 
were 13 seconds short," Martin said. 
Martin believes that one situa-
tion should not overshadow the re'st 
of the game. 
''I'm 'more concerned with how 
our players handled the first 39 min-
utes and 47 seconds of the game. I 
thought we got the ball where we 
needed it offel)sively. We did a nice 
job on the offensive and defensive 
backboard. I think that we did well 
offensively as well as defensively 
and I don't think that you should let 
one incident take away from the fust 
39 minutes and 47 seconds of the 
game," Martin said. 
Five of the Miners scored in 
double digits . The Miners top two 
point scorers were Scott Rush at for-
ward with 13 points and Tim 
Holloway at guard with 17 points. 
The Miners field goal percentage 
was .486 compared to Harris-
Stowe's .296: 
"My son, Daku, was driving a motorcycle when he was hit by 
a car and killed. In the hospital was the most difficult time 
of my life. But because we had discussed organ and tissue 
donation, it helped me, it helped my family, it helped everyone 
i~ making the decision to donate Orpan &TlSSUe 
his organs and tissues. Everyday 0' · . 
I tell people, talk it over. Don't 
be afraid." For your &ee brochure Share your life. Share your decision. 
about organ and tissue donation, r.tfI 
caII1-800-355-SHARE. ~ Coalition on Donation 
Wednesday. December 4. 1996 
Swim from page 10 
breaststroke, the 400 1M, and the 800 
yard freestyle. In the butterfly, it was 
B. Korsedal at 52.39 seconds. In the 
breaststroke, it was ·Bruno Amizic at 
1:00.15. In the 400 1M the Miners 
took rust and second. B. Unzicker and 
Mark Pearce with times of 4:06.94 
and 4: 17.24 respectively. The Min-
ers had the strongest team in the 800 
yard freestyle also taking first at 
7:12.29. 
The UMR Miners swam strong 
in the St. Louis Invitational and hope 




\Vhatever causes you're giving 
to now, ~t a goal to increase your 
giving to a level that will make a 
permanent and positive difference. 
Give Five· 5 Haul'S a week and 5% 
of your income. The rewards will 
make you feel like a winner every 
day of yo ur life. For more 
information. call1.soo.55-GlVE-5. 
Fiur hvul'S a uPt't'k and 
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CH2M HILL Method: PRS-CLOSED 
502 South 'Maln - 4th Roor, . Interview Date:' 11/.22 
Tulsa, OK. 74102 
Attn: Mr. Mark Layne, 
Degree Level: M P Minimum GPA: 3.000 
Majors: CMPS. 
Grad D.ates:OO 00 
International Consulting finn. Schedule,set up from resumesrecelved on disc. 
PIONEER CONCRETE AMERICA 
P.O. Box 19529 
Houston, TX 
Method: PRS-CLOSED 
Interview Date: 11/26, 11/27 
Attn: -Mr. Jerry Hajduslewlcz; VP Human Resources 
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950 
Majors: CIVL MECH 
Grad Dates: 1296 0597 0797 
CItI;renshlp: US/Penn 
Company doing Its own scheduling from resumes received on disc. 
NO RUNNING 
Neuromuscular disease can say no running, 
walking - even breathing. Help MOA help people. 
~ 1-800-572-1717 
Muscular Dystrophy Association People He[p MDA ... because MDA h,lps people. 
Software Engineer 
CPI Corp has an opening in it's Engineering Department for an individual with experience utilizing C++, 
visual basic, and object-oriented methods. The successful candida\e should have a college degree or be 
graduating soon and looking to begin their software development career in a "winning team" atmosphere. 
Strong technical documentation and communication skills are highly recommended. Please send 
resumes to: CPI Corp, Attn: Software Engineer, 1706 Washington Ave., st. Louis, Mo 63103. EOE 
tJa!1./14Ck'4 Restaurant & Lounge 
11m Iii"!! Street, H~lIa MO. IIS'l-OI SH-3b'1--3307 
Lunches 11:00-4:30 ! 
**************************************** 
Sandwiches, Platters, Soups, & Salads 
Dinners 4:30 -8:00 Fri & Sat 4:30-9:00 
**************************************** 
Steaks, Seafood, & Specialty Items 
LOWlge 8:00-11:00 
**************************************** 
Wine, Mixed Drinks, Beer 
Nightly Specials 
Open lIa.m. to IIp.m. Man-Sat 
PREREOmsm: ADRENALINE 
Drive. Intensity. Those aren't your character, confidence and 
words you're likely to see in many decision-making skills . Again, 
course requirements. Then again words other courses seldom use. 
Army ROTC is unlike any other But they're the credits you need to 
elective. It 's hands-on excite- succeed in life. ROTC is open to 
men!. ROTC will challenge you freshmen and sophomores with-
mentally and physically l.EADERSHIP out obligation and requires. 
through intense leadership ~ about five hours per week. Reg-
training. Training that builds ister this tenn for Army ROTC. 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE 
For details, visit Room 301. Hcrrris Hall or call 
341-4744 
Missouri Miner 
All organizational meeting times 
Dnd places are provided by the Stu-
dent Activity Center, 218 UCW. 
Please send a ll changes to the arore-
mentioned olTice. 
10:00 am: SHPE seiling halS and photo 
giflS, UCE Hallway 
11:30 am: Student Council Blood 
Drive, UCE 
6:00 pm: Eta Kappa Nu, 104 EE 
6:00 pm: Chess Club, Cafeteria UCE 
6:00 pm : Spelunkers C lub , 204 
McNutt 
6:20pm: ASCE,AGC,ACI,I14,I17, 
& 118 CE 
6:30 pm: Blue Key, 216 ME 
7:00 pm: Amateur Radio Club, 110 
Buehler 
7:00 pm: IEEE, 114 CE 
7:30 pm: Kappa Kappa Psi, 125 
Schrenk 
7:30 pm: Tau Beta Sigma, 126 Schrenk 
7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers, 
204 McNutt 
8:00 pm: Phi Theta Kappa, Meramec 
Rm, UCE 
8:00 pm: Kappa Mu Epsilon, 203 
MCS 
9:00 pm: Residence Hall Association, 
209 & 209A MCS 
10:00 am: SHPE selling halS and photo 
giflS, UCE Hallway 
11 :30 am: Student Council Blood 
Drive, Centennial Hall, UCE 
4:30 pm: Civil Engineering Department 
Graduate Seminar, "Integrated Chemi-
cal/Biological Treatment of Surfactant 
Wastewater, "by John Kuzhkannil, 217 
CE 
4:30 pm: Chi Epsilon, 117 CE 
4:30 pm: American Ceramic Society, 
206 McNutt 
5:30 pm: Sigma Tau Delta, 208 ME 
6:00 pm : Gaming Association, 314 CE 
ship, Mark Twain Rm, UCE 
6:00 pm: Toastm asters, 109 CSF 
6:00 pm: UMR 23rd Annual Madrigal 
Dinners, "The Cryes of London," Cen-
tennial Hall, UCE 
6:15 pm: Intercollegiate KnighlS, G-5 
H~S . 
6:30 pm: American Nuclear Society, 
227 Fulton 
6:30 pm: Baptis t Student Union Wor-
ship Service, 610 W. 10th SI. 
7:00 pm: Intervarsity Christian Fel-
lowship, Meramec Rm, UCE 
7:00 pm: Sigma Phi Epsilon, 140 
Schrenk 
7:30 pm: SI. Pats Celebration Com-
mittee, 107C ME Annex 
8:00 pm: ACM, 216 MCS 
8:00 pm: Solar Car Team, 216 McNutt 
8:00 pm: Phi Eta Sigma, 204 H-SS 
10:00 am: SHPE selling halS and photo 
giflS, UCE Hallway , 
4:00 pm : Committee on Campus En-
vironmen~ Mark Twain Rm, UCE 
6:00 pm: UMR 23rdAnnuai Madrigal 
Dinners, "The Cryes of London," Cen-
tennial Hall, UCE 
7:00 pm: SUB Fall films, Basketball 
Diaries, 104 ME 
7:00 pm: Show-Me Anime, McNutt 
204 
9:00 pm: SUB Fall films, Basketball 
Diaries, 104 ME 
9:00 am: Society of Women Engineers 
Christmas Party, 109 CSF 
2:00 pm: Chess Club, Carverrrumer 
Rm, UCE 
6:00 pm: UMR 23rd Annual Madrigal 
Dinners, "The Cryes of London," Cen-
tennial Hall, UCE 
7:00 pm: SUB Fall films , Basketball 
Diaries, 104 ME 
8:00 pm: Residence Hall Association 
formal dance, Cafeteria UCE 
Diaries, 104 ME 
11:00 am: Gaming Association, 23 I 
McNutt 
1:00 pm: Ga,,;'ma Beta Sigma, Silver 
and Gold Rm, UCE 
2:00 pm: UMR Wind Ensemble and 
Symphony Orchestra' Winter concert, 
Leach Theatre, Castleman Hall 
2:00 pm: Chinese Student Associa-
tion, ME Bldg 
3:00 pm: Beta Sigma Psi, Meramec 
Rm,UCE 
4:00 pm: Alpha Phi Alpha, Walnut 
Rm, UCW 
8:30 pm: Omega Sigma Service Orga-
nization, 204 McNutt 
9:00 pm: Blue Sabres, 208 Harris 
12:00 pm: University Orators Chap-
ter of Toastmasters International, Mis-
souriRm, UCE 
6:00 pm: UMR Independents, Walnut 
Rm, UCW 
6:30 pm: . Association of Biack, .Stu-
dents, 204 McNutt 
7:00 pm: Sigma Phi Epsilon, 140 
Schrenk 
1:30 pm: Christian Science Organiza-
tion, Sunrise Rm, UCE 
4:00 pm: General Faculty Meeting, 
104 ME 
4:30 pm: Student Missouri State Teach-
ers Association, G-8, H-SS 
4:30 pm: UMR Geological Engineer-
ing seminar, "Chairman's Assessment," 
204 McNutt 
5:00 pm: SWE, 216 McNutt 
5:30 pm: 'Solar Car Team, 104 EMgt 
7:00 pm: Sigma Phi Epsilon, 140 
Schrenk 
7:00 pm: Alpha Chi Sigma Pledge 
Meeting, 125 Schrenk 
7:00 pm: Film Festival - Clueless, 
Leach Theatre, Castleman 
6:00 pm: Christian Campus Fellow- 9:00 pm: SUB Fall films, Basketball 7:30 pm: Alpha Phi Omega, 11 4 CE 
8:00 pm: Alpha Chi Sigma Active 
Meeting, 139 Schrenk 
9:00 pm: Amold Air Society, 208 Har-
ris 
9:30 pm: DeltaOmicronLambda,I 26 
Schrenk 
9:30 pm: Juggling Club, Miner Rec 
Bldg 
12:00 pm: Booster Club, G&D 
Steakhouse 
2:30 pm: Student Council Lawyer, 
Walnut Rm, UCW 
5:00 pm: Sigma Gamma Epsilon, 206 
McNutt 
6:00pm: Chess Club, Cafeteria UCE 
6:00 pm: Spelunkers Club, 204 
McNutt 
6:30 pm: Blue Key, 216 ME 
7:00 pm: Amateur Radi\> Club, 110 
Buehler 
7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers, 
204 McNutt 
7:30 pm: Kappa Kappa Psi, 125 
SchrenK . I 
7:30 pm: Ta!! Beta Sigma, 126 Schrenk 
December Grads can have e-mail 
rorwarded 
Don.tmissoutonyoure-mail!lfyou.re 
leaving campus in December, let the 
'MSM-UMR Alumni Association help 
you keep those electronic cards and 
letters coming. Just advise us of your 
new e-mail before Februray I, 1997,and 
we'll takecareoftherest YourmaiI will 
be forwarded for one year, unless you 
ask us to stop the forwarding sooner. To 
request forwarding, either send your fuJI 
name, student number, UMR e-mail 
address, and new e-mail address to 
alumni@umr.edu,orsee the website at 
http://www.umr.edulalumnil and ~lick 
on .. e-mail forwarded." then follow the 
promplS. This is a service of your 
MSM-UMR Alumni Association. We 
hope it helps make yoUr transition from 
campus to the "real world" a bit easier. 
Share-A-Rlde 
Need a ride home for the holidays? Or 
Wednesday, December 4, 1996 
WorldWideWebcanhelp. Youcanfmd 
another UMR student who lives near 
where you are going by using thefollow-
ing procedure. From UMR's home 
page, click on Registrar's Office under 
For Students. Then click on CAPS, 
ReporlS, Grades & other student info. 
Put in student ID number, ilien pin 
nu'mber. Click Submit Request Next, 
choose # II, share-a-ride and submit 
query. Finally follow the instructions. 
UMR Wind Ensemble and University 
Symphony Orchestra to present 
combined concert 
The UMR Wind Ensemble and Univer-
sity Symphony Orchestra will present 
a Winter concert on Sunday, December 
8 at 2:00 pm ii. Leach Theatre of 
Castleman Hall. The40-memberstrong 
Wind Ensemble brass section opens the 
concert with Aaron Copland's F.anfare 
for the Common Man, a classic of the 
brass choir literature. The first half 
continues with the University Sym-
phony Orchestra in a performance of 
Franz Schubert's Symphony No. I in D 
Major. The second half of the concert 
begins with Darius Miihaud's Suite 
Francaise,' performed by select mem-
bers of the Wind E·nsemble. The entire 
70-member Wind Ensemble continues 
the international theme with Gordon 
Jacob's Original Suite, and Pierre 
Leemans' March of the Belgian Para-
troopers. The concert closes with 
Clifton Williams'SymphonicDanceNo. 
3. The concert is free and open to the 
public. For more information, contact 
UMR's performing .ru office at 341-
4185. 
Salvation Army 'Bell Ringing 
The Salvati~n Army will begin ilS an-
nuaiBeliRinging fund raiser November 
29th. The President orthe local chapter 
of the Salvation Army has asked Stu-
dent Council to contact the individual 
organizations on campus that might be 
interes'ted in volunteering to ring the 
bells at local merchanlS (ie. Wal-Mart) 
between December 2-13th. The set-up 
would be in half-four increments, Mon-
day through Saturdays between 9:00 am 
and 5:00 pm. If you are interested in 
taking part in this charitable community 
service, please contact me by Wednes-
day, November 25 . For more informa-
tion e-mail kschmitt@umr.edu or call 
the StuCo Office at 341-4280. 
Attention December Graduates 
Commencement announcements are 
now available in the Registrar'S Office 
for all studenlS who will be graduating 
on December 21, 1996. These an-
nouncements are provided by the Uni-
versity at no cost to the graduate. 
MSM Spelunkers Club 
The MSM Spelunkers Club has been 
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Wednesday, December 4, 1996 
caving trips, cave clean-ups, cave res~ue 
training, mapping, and has hosted a 
number of guest speakers : ~I a:,e wJ-
come, including new members, at the 
weekly meetings on Wednesdays ~t ' 
6:00 pm in 204 Mc!,!utt. 
. .. Essays with appli.catiQns I!'ust be re-
ceived bydanuary 15, 1997. 
Applications available in the S.tudent 
Financial Aid Office, G-1 Parker Hall. 
• Must be a {oil-time student during . ~have interested students.send ;.starnped 
the academic year the scholarship is re- self-addressed enveioPe to: Carat 
ceived. Scholarship Founciation, .Attn: Carol 
• Financial need is not a factor. McAuliffe-I:>irector, 5 Magnolia Park-
United Negro College Fund Merck 
Science Fellowships 
Applications available in the Student . way, Hawth'orne Woods, IL 60047. 
Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall. Completed Application must be re-
Application and all requested docu- ceived by: January 15, 1997. 
Research Assistance Program 
Having trci~b'le getting started on your 
research? . Stuck for a topic or unsure 
where to turn next? Neeq help finding 
material on your topic? Try using the 
Library's Research Assistance Pro-
gram. It pr~vides consultations with 
reference librarians who will help you 
with your research. T~e refert~n~e. li­
brarian willlieip you develop a search 
strategy, identify appropriate 'sGbject 
headings in MERLIN and indices, iden-
tify subject indices and reference ma~e­
rial, and find a topic f~r YOlu- research 
assjgnment. To arrange a consultation, 
fill out a reference assistance form at the 
library and:'~i.ke 'n · 1ppOir\tm~nt · to 
consult witl1 a referen~ librariiii\: or call 
341-4007 f6'r more inf6rmation. 
$ ·Financial. $ Aid : !n~ormation ' . 
Applications are now available for the 
UNCF-Merck Science Fellowships. 
These fellowsh'ips are part of a ten-year 
initiative funded Merck & Co., Inc. and 
administered by The College Fundi 
UNCF. The goal of the initiative is to 
expand America's pool of world class 
African American biomedical research 
scientists. The fellowships are targeted 
to Afrlcari American students at both 
minority and majority colleges and uni-
versities. Students 9an obtai" applica-
tions thfough the' cliairpersoil's office 
'bf their departments: The-application 
iilust be' postmarked for return to The 
College Fund,IUNCF by January is, 
1997. 
National Security 'Education Pro-
,gram Scholarship (NSEP) Opportu- . 
nities for' Study Abroad 
The NSEP provides opportunies for 
Americans to' study in regions critical 
t~ Us '~~ti6nal interests (exciuaing W~st­
ern Europe, Canada. Australia and New 
Alpha Iota Education Fou'~aation Zealan'd). In th'';' rapidly chan'ging world 
Scholarship 'Progdin offers $500 environment, these regions are impor-
Scholarship . - . tant international players. 
The Alpha Iota Educ;ati~n FCllindation Study abroad offers the opportunity 
(AIEF) was created in 1993 to provide to gain valuable internalional experience. ; 
scholastic support to st,udents at the Thisexperienceisrapidlybecomingpart 
University of Missouri-Rolla (UMR). of the competitive resume. You will Po 
REQUIREMENTS: . entering ajob market where almost all 
• To be eligible for-the fJEF scholar- 'activities have been internationalized 
ship program applicant~' m~st be en- and to be competitive it is essential to 
rolled as full ' ti~e undergr~uille stu- .. have the skills necessary' to thrive in 
dents at the University of Miss'ouri- the global arena. . . . . 
Rolla durin&'the semester in which the To be eligible, applicants must be rna-
scholarship i~' awarded.,.' ' . triculliied as undergraduates at a US 
ments must be postmarked by April 
15,1997. 
Roy N. McBride Loan/Scholarship 
and c.J. Grim Scholarship 
Qualifications are that recipients shall 
b~ juniGfs or seniors who are progress-
. ing satisfactorily toward a baccalaure-
ate degree in engineering and shall be 
person's of good character, high integ-
rity, and common sense, and have a 
good s~nse' of applied engineering. A 
cumulative GPA of3.oo is a reasonable 
cut-offfor.selection of scholarship re-
cipients . Recipients must also have fi-
nancial need. Students who received an 
awardthis y.ear will need 'to reapply to 
be 60nsiaered for 'a 1997-98 award. The 
same application process and form will 
be usedJ o select recipients of the C. J. 
Grimm Scholarship as the requirements 
are quite similar. The Grimm Scholar-
ship requires that students be in the 
upPer one fourth of their class and fi-
nancial need is not to b;- considered. 
Ap~lications available in the Student 
Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall . 
Application deadline and transcript 
must be submitted by February 1, 
1997. 
Reminder to Students 
The 97/98 "Renewal" Free Application 
for Federal Student Aid mailing from 
the Federal Processor will be mailed 
from 11118/96-113197. If you do not 
recei~e your 97198 renewal FAFSA by 
2/1197, complete a "regular" 97/98 
FAFSA, which can be received from the 
• There are m'any highly qualified ap- ''tiniversity, College' or-co'mmunity col- Student Financial Aid Office. 
plicants for the Alpha Iota Education lege. In this merit-based competition, 
Founda!ic5li. scholariliips-, so it is im- students may ~pply (of. study in sum- Hubert H, Humphrey Doctoral Fel-
portan; that the ' sc~olarship applica- mer 1997,falll99Tand/orspr~ng 1998; lowship Program-1996-97 United 
tion be c0!!lpleted ihoroug~ly, .and pre- "NSEP a.war~ are av.ailabJeupto ama)(i'- States Arms Control and Disarma-
paredwithallention tod.etail. !tis sug- mum of$8,<100 per semeSter or $ 16,00Q ... merit Agency 
geste~ that lihe app!i~ati~~' ye typed. pet 'academic' year. .po~ applications Since 1979, this federal grant program . 
Applications .. v~ii~):>le In''the Student . contact your NSEP Campus represen- has provided financial assistance to over 
Financial Aid Office: b: I Parke~ ·Hall. · tativeoi' youi'institution's Financial Aid 80 doctoral and law students who are 
Application must be postmarked on or offi.ce. For the name of-your Campus ' completing research in the fields ,of 
beforeJ~y~RY(20 , 1996. -: -Representati",: call tile NSEP toll free nUclear and conventional arms control , 
at (800) 618-NsEP. Application dead- n~nproliferation and disarmament. The 
Saint LOUiS' Rouruitabie C~;;ncil of ' 
Logistics Ma~ageinent " .... . 
• Two $50~ 'scholarsl\ips\;' ill be 
awarded for essays discus~i~g ~a cur-
. r~nt logistic; ' t~pi~ . m;reme;tJil schol-
- ,,!,ship dr'lllars may be ',;Yarded for Ii _ 
paper of exceptional quality. ". 
• Essays ;:hi~h adequately di~~uss a ' 
topic are expecied to have a minimum 
of five page~~be typewritten, and double.' 
spaced. Pape~s could be i,"; ed on class 
work assignments where appropriate. 
iine:February 3',1997. :' total Hubert H. Humphrey grant is 
. .; $14,000, which includes $6,000 for tu-
AmetiCan Electroplaters and Sur-
face Finishers S'ociety 
Each year the American Electroplaters 
and Surface ·E' inishers Society dffers 
scHolarships to upper Class undergradu- ' 
ate anq graduate students who are in-
terested in the surface finishing field. 
Criteria: 
• Uridergraduate srudents must be 
studying in metallurgy, metallurgical en-
gineering, materials science or engineer-
ing, chemistrY. chemical engineering, or 
environmental engineering. 
• Selection factors include achievement, 
ition and $8,000 for the stipend. Ap-
plications available in the Student Fi-
nancial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall. 
Application deadline: March 15,1997. 
Carat Scholarship Foundation 
Carat Scholarship Foundation is funded 
by the contributions of civic-minded 
individuals, business and various fund 
raisers. 'The Foundation offers $1000 
scholarships semiannually to graduate 
and undergraduate students who are 
United StateS' citizens. The scholar-
ships are awarded on the basis of career 
• Eligible students should either have 
permanent residence i'n or attel'd school 
in Missouri or lIlino;s,. ana be ~nrolled 
in either a full or p.art tinle undergradu-
ate or graduate program. scholarship potential, motivation and goals, fin ancial need and academic 
interest in the finishing technologies . record. To receive an application: please 
Glamour M agazine's 1997 Top Ten ' 
College Women Competition 
Any women who is a full-time junior 
(thUd year of undergraduate study) at an 
accredited college or university for the 
1996-97 academic year is eligible to 
enter. What it takes: 
* leadership experience 
* involvement on campus 
• excellence in your field of study 
• unique, inspiring goals 
Applications available in the Student 
Financial Aid Office, G-1 P.arker Hall. 
Application deadline must be returned 
by: January 31, ,1997 
. National Academy for Nuclear 
Training 'Scholarship Program 
_ NationaiAcademyfor NuclearTraining 
Scholarships are awarded to college stu-
dents who have demonstrated out-
standing academic achievement and 
who areinterested in pursuing careers in 
the U.S. nuclear power industry. The 
Academy Educational Assistance Pro-
gram is part of a nationwide effort to 
encourage students to consider careers 
in.the·nuclear power industry as well as 
to provide financial support to those 
studying subjects that prepare them for 
I]uclear power employment For the 
'1997-98 academic year, new and re-
·newal merit-based scholarships of 
$2,500 each will be awarded to eligible 
students . 
Awards are not restricted to nuclear 
engineering majors. 
• a U.S:citizen or U.S . national 
• considering a career in the nuclear 
power industty 
• enrolled at an accredited U.S. collegel 
university in an approved curriculum 
related to a.career in the nuclear power 
industry, such as: nuclear engineering, 
chemical engineering (nuclear or power 
option), mechanical engineering 
(nuclear or power option), electrical 
engineering (nuclear or power option), 
power genera,ion health physics. 
• free of post-college obligations (e.g., 
ROTC or NUPOC) 
• minimum GPA of3.0 (on a scale of 
1.0 to 4.0) .as of January i, 1997 
• at least one but no mor.e than three 
academic years of study remaining to 
graduation (for cop-opera\ive. educa-
tion students, no more than six in-school 
semesters or nine quarters). Applica-
tions available in the Student Financial 
Aid Qffice, G-l Parker Hall. Deadline is 
Febru~ry 1, 1997. 
Rotary Club of Florissant Scholar-
ship Program 
The Florissant Rotary Club is offering 
a loan program which i~ available for 
eligible students through the Flo-Ro 
Trust. This program is part of an overall 
.... ------
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effort by the Florissant Rotary Club to 
assist in the education of qualified stu-
dents within the Florissant Rotary's 
service area. Therequiremenls forquali-
fication for the loans are as follows: 
I. A candidate must reside in the 
Florissant Rotary Club service area. 
(North St. Louis County, northofHigh-
way 270). 
2. A candidate must have completed a 
minimum of 60 semester hours at an 
accredited college or university. 
3. A candidate must h~ve a cumulative 
grade point average not less than 2.50. 
4. A candidate must complete the Flo-
Ro Trust Loan application and provide 
allrequiredmaterials. 
5. A candidate must be enrolled for a 
minimum of 12 semester credit hours 
during the semester of the loan period 
for a bachelor's degree, or 10 semester 
credit hours for a graduate degree. 
6. A candidate may not borrow more 
than $2,000.00 per application. 
7. The total cumulative loans to anyone 
applicant may not exceed the sum of 
$6,000.00. 
8. Acandidatemaynotapplymorethan 
twice during an academic year. 
9. :A candidate must present him or 
herself for an interview by the Flo-Ro 
.Trust Board. 
10. A candidate shall repay the loan rate 
ataminimumof$50.oopermonth. The 
interest rate shall be the prevailing stu-
_ dent loan rate at the time of graduation. 
Payments shall begin no later than 6 
months after graduation, however, no 
interest shall be charged during the time 
that the borrower is a student. 
If you are interested in this program and 
would qualify, you are encouraged to 
contact Mr. Ronald Schmidt at 801 St. 
Francis Street, Florissant, MO 63031 or 
call(314)921-51oo. 
Peter D. Courtois Concrete Con-
struction Scholarship Program 
These awards are open to any under-
graduate student in the United States of 
Canada. The student shall have 
achieved senior status in a four year or 
longer undergraduate program in engi-
neering, construction, or technology 
during the year for which awards are 
presenter. The awards will be made on 
the basis of demonstrated interest and 
ability to work in the field of concrete 
construction. 
• The student must have a course load 
of 6 or more credit hours each semester 
during the period for which the award is 
made. 
• The'studentmust be aseniorduring the 
year for which the award is made (not 
necessarily at the time of application). 
* Transcripts, recommendations, and 
an essay must be submined as outlined 
on the application form. 
Applications available in the Student 
Financihl Aid Office, G-I Parker HaiL 
Application must be received by Feb-
ruary 1, 1997. 
~ . 
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Planning a holiday trip? Save your vehicle. 
Reserve that car, truck or van today. 
Special Holiday Rate s 
with Unlimited Miles 
Pick-up and D~l ivery 
Required reading I 
for anyone who ~ 
knows a kid. 
Service is our #1 priority 
NORTHSTAR 
COMPUTER SALES 
.. . SERVICE AND REPAIR 
... CUSTOM BUILT SYSTEMS 
.. . COMPONENTS 
... FAST AND EASY ORDERING 
... COMPETITIVE PRICING 
1007 PINE ST. SUITE B3 
ROLLA, MISSOURI 
364-05 12 
Mid Missouri Credit Union's Check-
ing Account 
has NO MINIMUM BALANCE and 
NO MONTHLY 
SERVICE CHARGE. 
Stop paying those fees by opening a Mid Missoui 
Credit Union Checking Account today! 
9lO Pine St. 
Rolla, MO 65401 
P.O. Box 80 
Fort Leonard Wood, MO 
65473 
(573) 364-6936 (573)329-3151 
102'1 Ki ll gsh ighwey 3G4-GU45 
SI'EC11\l OnOEIlS WElCm,1E 
If there's a ch ild you ca re about, anywhere in your life, then you shou ld 
care about our public schools. For a free booklet thai conlains ways 
you can help improve education in America, call 1-800-96-PROMISE 
Certified Lifeguards Needed 






8:30- 10:00 a.m. 
10:00- 11 :30 a. m. 
8:30- 10:00 a.m. 
8:30-10:00 a.m. 
8:30- 10:00 a.m. 
10:00-.1 1:30 a.m. 
If you are.interested in working any or all the hours indicated above and hole 
current li feguard certification, please contact the Continuing Education 
Department at 341-4 132 or inquire al 103 ME Annex. 
SAFETY 
ZONE 
Help make the world 
safe from 
40 neuromuscular diseases. 
MDIl' 
Mascular Dystrophy Association 
1-800-572-1117 
BIXLER PRINTING 
ll~ e~ eo/Ul e~" 
. Color Copies . Reduce &' Enlarge Pictures 
Report Binding • Fax Service 
Large Paper Selection-A Rainbow of Colors In Stock!! 
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